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Resumo
Com a mudança do paradigma do sistema eléctrico no panorama mundial, cada vez mais se ob-
serva uma crescente aposta em técnicas de eficiência energética, quer devido à necessidade am-
biental, quer económica. Assim sendo, componentes como o planeamento e operação de redes
necessitam de ferramentas que auxiliem os projetistas e gestores nas suas decisões.
Durante os últimos anos têm sido avançadas novas teorias que recorrem a métodos proba-
bilísticos, por forma a atribuir pesos a diferentes cenários possíveis de exploração. Estas teorias
permitem que ainda se considerem casos muito pouco plausíveis, mas que estes não tenham uma
influência muito pesada na decisão a tomar.
Assim, como forma de auxílio às práticas de planeamento e operação, foi desenvolvida a
ferramenta DenDEx ao longo desta dissertação, que permite avaliar possíveis situações, a partir de
um conjunto de dados históricos. Desta forma, assumindo uma natureza probabilística, o método
em questão revela-se particularmente útil em situações de ausência de conhecimento prévio sobre
as variáveis e também em aplicações em tempo real.
A ferramenta foi aplicada a uma rede elétrica real, com casos reais, por forma a testar a sua
validade, eficiência e capacidade de utilização em situações não-ideais. A ferramenta consiste na
determinação das variáveis de saída num trânsito de potências DC, como as tensões dos barra-
mentos, com base probabilística, permitindo assim serem introduzidas nas variáveis de entrada
diversos tipos de informação, tais como em tempo real ou de previsão.
Em suma, foram feitos testes para diferentes entradas por forma a identificar quais os seus
efeitos nos resultados de saída. Foram testadas então quatro situações diferentes: um caso base,
com um dado intervalo para as variáveis de input, passando depois para um caso com um intervalo
mais apertado. Numa segunda fase, foram introduzidas novas variáveis na forma de potências
reativas e manteve-se o intervalo constante, igual ao caso base. Por último utilizou-se, para além
das potências reativas, a tensão num dado barramento. O objetivo foi avaliar o impacto dos varia-
dos elementos nos resultados de saída
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Abstract
With the shifting paradigms of the world wide electric system, each and every day one can wit-
ness the growth of energy efficient solutions being applied, due to economic and environmental
necessities. Therefore, planning and operation of said electric networks are in need of tools to aid
engineers and grid assets’ managers in their decisions.
During the past decade new theories running probabilistic approaches have been emerging, in
order to assign weights to different scenarios of exploration. This theories still allow the use of a
large database, which is consistently built around hypothetical cases, which can be prejudicial if
those cases have a very low chance of happening, marking its influence in the final decisions.
As a means to aid planning and operation, DenDEx was developed on the course of this disser-
tation. This new tool allows the evaluation of possible scenarios contained in a matrix of historical
data. Since it assumes a probabilistic nature, the method developed is particularly useful in situa-
tions such as lack of previous knowledge about input variables and real time applications.
The tool was applied to a real electric system, with real case scenarios, in order to be tested its
validity, efficiency and capacity to perform in non-ideal scenarios. The method aims to determine
output variables of DC power flow problems, such as bus voltages, with a probabilistic approach,
allowing the use of several types of information, either real time or forecast.
In short, tests were done to different inputs in order to identify the effects on output results. It
was tested four different situations: a base case, with a given interval for the input variables, and
then another case by tightening up that interval. Next, it was inserted new variables in the form
of reactive power and it was maintained the interval as constant, equal to the base case. Finally,
besides using reactive power, it was inserted another input in the form of a voltage. The objective
was to evaluate the impact of the various elements on the output results.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter has the main purpose to inform about the motivation to write this dissertation and the
problem that is proposed to be solved. In order to state that clearly, there is a simple explanation
of the document organization and the proposed objectives to accomplish. Also, there will be
information about the software used to compute the methods.
1.1 Problem Statement and Motivation
The shifting paradigms of electrical power systems force innovation on said systems due to con-
tinuous need of improvement. One of the main problematics are the traditional structures of dis-
tribution and transmission power systems, which were built assuming an unidirectional power
flow, from upper to lower levels, more particularly from generation points at the beginning of the
network to consumption points at the end of the network.
Nevertheless, this approach brings some advantages such as simplicity of operation and man-
agement at distribution levels, being the transmissions systems able to transport bulk power over
large distances with negligible amounts of losses and the distribution system being able to trans-
form themselves into numerous different operation topologies.
This paradigm did not preview neither automation, nor intelligence, once that the main studies,
which were made only to evaluate the security of operation of said grids, were power flow studies
related to steady state scenarios. However, new needs in terms of system reliability, distributed
generation through renewable energy sources and autonomous control caused a movement to en-
dow the grid with intelligent, controllable and reactive components which manage the grid assets
correctly and in real-time.
Along with these new challenges came the need of new power flow algorithms that can cross
information such as historic generation/load values, real-time and average power values, output
variables of state-estimation algorithms, markets behavior and predictive analysis of generation
and consumption into one single method that not only calculates the dynamic power flow over
time, but also runs new state-estimation algorithms in real-time.
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This can only be achieved through the implementation of intelligent components capable of
transmitting information to a central unit, or even between them, in order to have the maximum
amount of useful data, which will result in better precision and accuracy of said method.
Currently in the midst of computer age, these new components start to emerge, fully endowed
with autonomous functions and communication modules, usually dubbed as smart devices, which
allow the implementation of said strategies. The introduction in large scale of those components,
often in systems in need of higher levels of intelligence, is a phenomena commonly referred as
Internet of Things (IoT) and is probably the key element to unlock the full capability of these
networks. [1]
However, this raises some concerns about the systems’ security, once the data is not bound
to a single entity, but to different administrative domains, managed in a non-centralized way.
Reference [1] states the majority of the information in IoT platforms will be stored in cloud and
will use cloud computing techniques due to the high scalability of resources.
This alternative inherits the security bound to cloud services, which cannot be attack-proof,
putting in jeopardy private information of various users and systems. Thus, it is strictly necessary
to have tight security methods to protect such data and also to prevent false information to be fed
to algorithms, which can lead into catastrophic events, such as over-voltages, line outages or even
blackouts.
In order to link both power flow and smart devices, as it is impossible to predict and control the
order of arrival of information from the smart devices about the conditions in which the grids are
being exploited, a solution that can suit the problematic at study is through reactive programming.
This new programming paradigm might possibly solve the problem, once that it can manage auto-
matically the flow of arrival of information, reacting to external events autonomously and without
concerns about the event order or computation dependencies.
One way of observing the subject at hand is through a standard spreadsheet: most of them are
created with the premise that it will be introduced constant values into certain cells, called input
variables, which will be used in a process of determination of other variables through static formu-
las. A sudden change in any input variable has an immediate impact in the output variable. That
is the basic concept of reactive programming, which is built around the concept of propagation of
change in event-driven systems. [2]
This dissertation will approach a new alternative to deterministic load flow problems, link-
ing reactive programming paradigms with a Probabilistic Load Flow (PLF) method. This new
alternative may prove that it is possible to automate the electric system, without compromising its
operation and exploration.
1.2 Objectives
This thesis is planned to give some insight on the problematics at study, as well as to reformulate
and improve the operation of power systems. The main objective is to develop new tools to solve
PLF problems, being those tools based on reactive programming paradigms.
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The specific objectives contemplate the following topics:
• Evaluation of alternative methods of probabilistic load flow, based on reactive programming
concepts;
• Development of data reaction, breakdown and synchronism algorithms;
• Develop a probabilistic power flow tool capable of using different kinds of information;
• Test developed tools on a real case example.
1.3 Document Structure
The present dissertation is divided in 6 main chapters.
Chapter 1 is a brief introduction to the developed work, containing a description of the theme,
the motivation to write the present dissertation and the objectives to be completed. It is also
described the tools and information used in the course of this dissertation.
Chapter 2 approaches several concepts, background and related work to establish the core
contents associated to Probabilistic Load Flow, Internet of Things and Reactive Programming, in
order to be able to develop and discuss the present dissertation.
Chapter 3 present the developed methodology to solve the problem stated using probabilistic
approaches. It refers to an explanatory case to better understand the results shown in chapter 5,
where it is evaluated several indexes such as the reliability index, mean absolute percentage error
and average difference between quantiles Q10 and Q90. It also contemplates a section on idealized
alterations to the methodology to fulfill the interaction between different agents.
Chapter 4 contemplates a brief explanation of the data handled by EDP, about the grid’s assets
and variables. It is shown how the information was treated and synchronized, the nature of the
available data and it is also made a brief characterization of both training and test set.
Chapter 5 shows the results and discusses the values obtained via application of chapter’s 3
methodology. Having a total of four different cases tested the objective is to evaluate the behaviour
and influence of several aspects of the methodology on the final results. It will be studied the effect
of changing the input aperture and the introduction of reactive power and voltage input variables.
Chapter 6 presents some conclusions taken during the writing of this dissertation, analyzing
as well the satisfaction of proposed objectives.
1.4 Tools and Information Description
On the course of this dissertation several softwares were needed, such as Matlab to organize the
available data automatically and VBA macros in Excel, software in which was implemented the
developped tool. The data was kindly provided by EDP Distribuição.
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Chapter 2
Concepts, Background and Related
Work
2.1 Load Flow
This chapter will address the concept of load flow problems, as well as a brief comparison between
deterministic and probabilistic approaches.
2.1.1 Deterministic Load Flow
The main purposes of power flow studies is to aid the planning and designing expansion or creation
of electric power systems, as well as defining the best operation strategies of existing systems.
Thus, these studies are of great importance and responsibility, once it is the security of operation
and maintenance that are at stake.
As investigated before, power flow studies require a set of electrical information in order to
calculate the voltage magnitude and phase angle, as well as power (active and reactive) injection
and flowing through the lines. [3]
There are several methods to solve deterministic load flows (DLF), namely, through Newton-
Raphson or Gauss-Seidel methods, being those methods supported by two Load-Flow (LF) equa-
tions, denoting power injection, as follows:
Pi =Vi
n
∑
k=1
Vk(Gikcos(δik)+Biksin(δik)) (2.1)
Qi =Vi
n
∑
k=1
Vk(Giksin(δik)+Bikcos(δik)) (2.2)
As usual, there are three types of buses in a power system: PV buses with specific active power
injection and voltage magnitude, PQ buses with specific active and reactive power injection and
the REF (often named Slack Bus) with specified voltage magnitude and phase angle.
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To solve deterministic problems, generally the method starts with the assumption of phase
equilibrium and with specific values for voltage magnitude and phase angles, often called flat
start, being given a constant value to the REF bus. From there on, it is assumed constant grid
parameters and the method is then applied.
From the solution of said methods it is possible to determine the power flow from bus ”i” to
bus ”k”, denoting line ik, through the following equations:
Pik =−tikGikV 2i +ViVk(Gikcos(δik)+Biksin(δik)) (2.3)
Qik = tikBikV 2i −B
′
ikV
2
i +ViVk(Giksin(δik)+Bikcos(δik)) (2.4)
However, for current electrical systems, these DLF studies do not reveal the true scenario
of operation, being the output of said studies a snapshot of the instant mode of operation, when
the data was collected. That may not aid in terms of reliability once that there is some variation
related to load regimen, operation strategy adopted or even grid topology, that is, deterministic
criteria often ignore the variability of important variables and parameters, affecting the design and
operation policies of power systems. Also, this studies are often based on “worst-case scenarios”
which may not include normal state of operation and sometimes even scenarios that are highly
unlikely. [4]
2.1.2 Probabilistic Load Flow
Contrarily to DLF, PLF studies aim to account uncertainty in the methods, in order to have a more
accurate solution. This problem dates back to 1975, when many researchers have equated the most
efficient and accurate method to obtain PLF solutions: state vector and line flows. [5] [6] [7] [8]
Reference [5] defines the numerical techniques developed to solve load flow problems instead
of using deterministic methods with the main objective of reducing computational time and storage
requirements, while conserving high accuracy levels.
Reference [7] addresses to the use of least square estimation techniques through linearized
models, being also discussed a second order model and a iterative computation procedure which
aims to compare both techniques.
Reference [6] utilizes a Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) to address to the effects of nonlin-
ear network equations and the assumption of normal distribution for output variables. It is also
presented an algorithm to overcome the nonlinear effects and give new impetus to PLF analysis.
Reference [8], similarly to [6], also addresses to nonlinear network equations and dispatching
strategies. The technique is applied to second order approximations for the load flow and current
equations, through a noniterative computation model of means and standard deviation for the
several outputs. Also, generation outages are separately treated in the course of the previously
referenced paper.
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2.1.2.1 Information
The input variables provided by electric networks are not usually the best data to analyze, since
there are problems associated to them, such as modularity, aggregation or abundance. The infor-
mation is not usually referring to the same instant in time, as measures scheduled individually
and not coordinated with other agents. Associated to this problems, there is a problem as well
about the abundance of measures, with those being available only in certain key spots of the grid
(modularity).
Firstly, to apply the previous methodologies, there is a need for an abundance of historical
data, which sometimes can be difficult, with special emphasis on distribution systems, due to the
lack of measurement devices.
Secondly, information is often held by different owners and that fact may hamper its man-
agement. A strategy to overcome such difficulties may be through the creation of new business
models, operating such information as using cloud techniques, in order to centralize all informa-
tion in one place. The current limited access to such data is still one important barrier of the
development of PLF methodologies.
Thirdly, intelligent electronic devices (IED) receive all the information disaggregated, either
in time or type, this is, IED’s microprocessors acquire the data from sensors, such as voltages,
currents or power, but they lack synchronism, as some are instant and others are averages. Often,
measurements signaled as synchronized correspond to different points in time.
Lastly, there is a tendency to include predictive information calculated separately, in order
to complement the historical information and advise the distribution system operator of future
conditions and operation states.
Given the stated above, researchers such as [9] or [10] address to the techniques used to build
the input variables, which will be discussed later on in this dissertation. One important aspect
is that electrical variables, as Pg, Qg, Pl , Ql and Y , which represent power generation (active
and reactive), loads (active and reactive) and network configuration, respectively, are best defined
through their joint density function, assuming dependency between them.
Relatively to network configurations, Y should be a discrete three dimensional matrix, denot-
ing conductance, susceptance and probability of occurrence of each configuration state, since it
can change instantaneously and can not be simultaneously in two different states. [4] It also could
be added a fourth dimension denoting time spent in each state.
In order to reveal the dependency between variables, Pearson coefficients shall be evaluated.
Pearson coefficients, usually represented by ρ , is a measure which indicates the relation between
two variables, X and Y , in the interval [−1;1], where 1 is total positive linear correlation and -1
is total negative linear correlation, and can be calculated as a function of covariance between the
two variables, and their standard deviation, as follows:[11]
ρ =
cov(X ,Y )
σXσY
(2.5)
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The figures below shows some examples of Pearson coefficient values between two random
variables.
Figure 2.1: Example of spacial correlation between nearby buses voltage on a real case
As it is evidenced above in figure 2.1, assuming bus 4 and 5 are connected, there is an obvious
and strong spacial correlation between the voltage of two nearby voltages. Thus, one should not as-
sume independence between interconnected buses, which simplifications assuming independence
could carry gross errors into certain models.
Figure 2.2: Example of time correlation between voltages on a bus, instant t and t+1
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Figure 2.3: Example of time correlation between voltages on a bus, instant t and t+2
Figure 2.4: Example of time correlation between voltages on a bus, instant t and t−1
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Figure 2.5: Example of time correlation between voltages on a bus, instant t and t−2
As for time correlation, one can observe the lack of intraday correlation, which gets signifi-
cantly worse as the chosen days go further back in time, this is, variables are less correlated the
more separated in time they are.
Another interesting and important point is the evaluation of the multiple sources of uncertainty.
As stated before, the main objective of PLF studies, relative to DLF studies, is to account such
uncertainties, so the output of said studies are a more accurate representation of the system.
Data collection is generally done in substations through the use of transformers (current or
voltage), which is then sent to the system operator. Given this, as a correct representation of
input variables is needed and measurement errors are not a rare event, there is a need to assess the
consistency in order not to make important decisions based on false information. The sources of
information and its associated uncertainty can be such as follows:
(a) No measurement devices which translates in assuming physic properties of grid compo-
nents, such as load, generation and lines minimum and maximum values;
(b) Measurement devices, accounting for measurement errors and more properly the device
accuracy;
(c) System operator information, which can be compressed in several non-synchronized inter-
vals, of either intra-variable or inter-variable nature;
(d) System operator raw information, as a set of multiple measures in a single interval.
According to [12], uncertainties can grouped by their nature: aleatory or epistemic. Aleatory
uncertainty is defined as the variation of given variable characterized under a PDF, constructed
using sufficient samples of a stochastic process. Epistemic uncertainty (also called ignorance
uncertainty) is the uncertainty derived from the lack of knowledge, either of the surroundings of
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the system at study or even experimental data. This kind of uncertainty is usually represented as
an intervalued quantity between a given range, where any value is as true as another in that given
range.
As different levels of errors can be encountered as a result of previously stated natures and
sources of uncertainty, there is also different ways to treat such information, or the lack of it, with-
out compromising the results. The previously presented list is a peculiar form of aggregation in
order to distinguish different information level requirements. This differentiation is particularly
useful to pair the correct variable modeling (VM) with the available information, as some tech-
niques are consistently used without correctly identifying the minimum information requirements
to successfully applied. Some VM techniques are presented as follows:
• Interval, information about range of values [min;max];
• Fuzzy sets, with added information about most plausible point of operation;
• Parametric PDF:
- variable modeling through subjective parameter values, provided by system operator;
- parameter estimation from available data.
• Discrete PDF, representing frequency of occurrence of a given variable;
• N-tuple representation of original data.
There are several ways to treat the information used to nourish PLF studies, but the most
common way is to convert input variables into PDF, using approximations. Most recent lit-
erature identifies the types of distributions used to describe both load and generation, such as
[13][14][15][16][17][18][19].
Generally, the vast majority of researchers use normal distributions to describe load behavior
[13][14][15][20][21], discrete distributions to describe dispatchable generation [22], Weibull or
gamma distributions to describe wind power [10][13][14]. There is still a great uncertainty about
photovoltaic (PV) most suitable distributions, hence it is commonly applied a normal distribution
as well [23]. The main purpose that drives several into using PDF is to take into account deviations
and uncertainties, otherwise ignored with deterministic methods.
Although the use of several different parametric distributions is the most common approach,
there are other variable modeling techniques which can add value into other methodologies, such
as Fuzzy Sets [21] or Scaling Factors [24].
Fuzzy Sets [21] technique is mainly used when there is insufficient statistic information to as-
sign a probability density function to a given variable and the evaluation of the system variables is
performed using fuzzy arithmetic calculations. Reference [21] states that authors commonly mod-
ify fuzzy calculations, since fuzzy arithmetic algorithms barely give viable power flow solutions.
Scaling Factors [24] is particularly effective when neural network methodologies are applied
since one of the main characteristics of neural networks are sigmoid activation functions of the
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neurons. Sigmoid activation functions perform better when input data is between a certain range,
typically between [-1;1]. Defining correctly such techniques are of great importance once that it
is easier to cover a wide range of load and generation levels, their variations and, at the same time,
obtain better results. Such techniques were mainly applied to small sized power systems, yet to be
applied in real-scale power systems to prove the effectiveness of such methods.
The following table synthesizes all of the stated above.
Table 2.1: Variable Modeling alternatives applied in probabilistic load flow studies
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhVariable Modeling
Information
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Interval [24]
Fuzzy [21]
Subjective Parametric PDF [14][15][17][18]
Statistical Parametric PDF [10][20][23] [13][16][19]
Discrete PDF [22]
N-tuple [25]
2.1.2.2 Approaches
Throughout this section methodologies are described and separated under some aspects considered
relevant, such as methodology itself and LF equation use. In [22], PLF methods are just separated
into two big groups: numerical and analytical. This section opts for the separation into smaller
groups as it will be discussed further.
Numerical approaches use Monte Carlo Simulations (MCS), performing DLF algorithms to
a large number of random data, corresponding to, ideally, infinite cases of injected power and
voltages. The great precision of such methods, due to the large number of cases studied, makes
it the method adopted for comparison with others, namely analytical methods, or combinations of
both.
Analytical approaches, in their very essence, use arithmetic calculation, such as convolution
techniques, or a combination between convolution and MCS approaches. Convolution based, and
analytical methods in general, tend to have some problems related to the non-linear nature of LF
equations and also the correlation between variables, which are not frequently independent or
linearly correlated.
In order to solve PLF studies with analytical methods, there is a need to assume some approx-
imations:
• Linearization of LF equations;
• Full independency or linear correlation between variables;
• Parametric distributions (normal, gamma, Weibull,. . . ) modeling variables such as load or
generation;
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• Constant network data (configuration, parameters,. . . )
Given this, the present section focuses on separating the latest published methods, in order to
do an overview of the present status of PLF studies.
Table 2.2: Probabilistic Load Flow Methodologies
Methodologies Reference
Monte Carlo Simulation [6][22][25]
Fuzzy Sets [21]
Point Estimate Method [20][26][27]
Cumulant [28][29][19]
Latin Hypercube Sampling [30]
Neural Networks [24][31]
Unscented Transformation [15]
Table 2.3: Load Flow Equations Treatment in load flow problems
LF Equations Treatment Reference
No treatment [22]
Krawczyk Method [32]
Cornish-Fisher [28]
Fresnel Triangle [33]
McLaren’s Series [27]
Gram-Charlier Expansion [29]
Taylor Series Expansion [24]
Multiple Linearization Points [25]
Forward/Backward Sweeps Method [21]
Nataf Transformation [20][30]
The previous tables organize the information gathered throughout the research made on this
topic. Due to the large numbers of papers and combinations of methodologies, it was previously
chosen to treat each point separately, variable modeling and LF equation treatment respectively.
A brief explanation of each will be given further in this section. Algorithms presented in the
following references are not going to be fully explained, as it is not the purpose of this section.
Firstly, there are several methodologies that can be applied to solve PLF problems. The great
majority of them are analytical methodologies, which were created to simplify the calculation in
order to obtain accurate values with the least possible computation effort, with exception to MCS
methods, numerical methods which constitute the comparison standard, due to the method’s great
performance.
Given this, MCS methods, described in [22] propose the utilization of a random number gen-
erator to identify all possible case of power generation and loads in order to solve multiple DLF
problems, using non-linear LF equations. After obtaining multiple DLF solutions, said solutions
are then stored in a vector and organized by frequency of appearance, constructing the PDF for a
given random variable.
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In [21] fuzzy sets are used to solve the PLF problem. The theory behind fuzzy sets is being
recognized as one of the tools with most potential to solve said problems, once that fuzzy member-
ship functions establish relations between possibilistic variables and their degree of uncertainty.
The method also enables “Human Judgement”, being possible to define a range of values to un-
certainty.
Reference [20] used a confined number of estimating points with different weighting coef-
ficients, whom could be obtained through Gaussian-Hermite integration. The method proposed
the calculation statistical moments of output random vector using the first three points of random
variables joint probability density functions to replace the joint density functions themselves. The
algorithm in [20] is a variation of the method proposed by Hong described in [26], which can be
found respectively in each reference.
In [28] and [29], it is proposed the use of probability distributions defined through cumulant-
generating functions as an alternative to the moments, helping the simplification of theoretical
problems. The main difference between them is the methodology used to construct the Cumula-
tive Density Functions (CDF), using Cornish-Fisher expansion and Gram-Charlier, respectively.
Others variable modeling methodologies are adopted with Cumulant methods, as represented in
[19].
In [30] is stated that Latin Hypercube Sampling method is, in its essence, a combination be-
tween Monte Carlo Stochastic Simulation and a Quasi-Monte Carlo Simulation, solving the PLF
through correlation of input variables that follow arbitrary distributions.
In [24], besides highlighting the lack of attempts to solve PLF using neural networks, also
stated in [31], the author also reveals a problem of using artificial networks, which include the use
of a great number of neural networks. This constitutes a problem itself, as it turns out to be rather
unattractive and computationally heavy. Although, [24] separated the analysis into two methods,
the first using Backpropagation Algorithm and the second also trained with Quickprop Algorithm.
The first method relies on the steepest descent technique to minimize errors and reports directly
the confidence levels of the stochastic output quantities. The second method uses second order
derivatives of error functions, which in turn accelerates learning rate.
Lastly, in this organization model it is approached the techniques to deal with the non-linearity
of LF equations. As mentioned before, LF equations are not linear, which is imperative to easily
perform PLF studies using analytical approaches. [22] As the vast majority of methods are ana-
lytical, with exception to MCS, some linearization models are needed. In MCS-based methods,
there is no need to linearize LF equations since the method uses a vector of random variables and
perform multiple DLF methods iteratively. Given this, there are several techniques to linearize,
without compromising results, LF equations, some of them exemplified on table 2.3, being the
most used the Cornish-Fisher, Gram-Charlier and Taylor Series expansions.
According to many researches such as [34], Cornish-Fisher expansion produce significant er-
rors in tail parts, this is, the tip of the distribution curves, while Gram-Charlier is only suitable
when applying Gaussian distributions. Due to the limitations of parametric estimation methods,
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namely with respect to renewable energy sources, there has been a shift to nonparametric estima-
tion, such as Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) methods, due to the difficulties of KDE on dealing
with correlativity.
Essentially, KDE is an inference tool, based on finite sample data of a given population. In or-
der to approximate mathematically a given function, there is two main components of estimation:
KernelK(•) and a smoothing component h known as Bandwidth, both applied in the following
equation, where fˆn denotes the kernel density estimate of overall density function fn at a point x.
[35]
fˆn(x) =
1
nh
n
∑
i=1
K(
x−Xi
h
) (2.6)
Reference [30] also states that even KDE tools can not identify PDF precisely, as it performs
badly, with considerable errors in marginal intervals with high probability.
2.1.2.3 Applications
This section will briefly discuss the major applications of PLF studies. The increased uncertainty
of power system operation and planning led to the use of new alternatives to DLF studies, as it
is mandatory to obtain more accurate values of reliability. Hence, the need to use probabilistic
approaches is obviously connected to the type of problem operators want to solve with power
flow.
If the objective is to evaluate extreme situations, the correct way is to apply PLF methods,
since they allow the study of occurrence of a given extreme value associated with the respective
probability. As an example, when discussing the probability of exceeding the power flow limits
of lines, reverse power flows or disperse generation management, uncertainty should be clearly
identified and modeled.
Most PLF problems are not solved to obtain the expected value, but to obtain a given event’s
probability of occurrence, for example, the probability of an event where the load flow is greater
than the rated power of a line. Expected value is usually useful for state estimation algorithms,
which could also be obtained via PLF studies, carrying evidently more reliable and useful infor-
mation than solely the expected value.
Traditionally, extreme scenarios can also be modeled using DLF, if an extreme type of opera-
tion is considered. This type of evaluation can be misleading for decision makers, since they may
lose track of the probability associated to a certain extreme scenario, which often leads to wrong
and extreme decisions, without necessity to do so.
In short, the previous paragraph presents the justification why most studies of planning and
risk assessment should be probabilistic and not deterministic. Extreme scenarios should be for-
mulated within the scope of pretended applications, since it is possible to evaluate scenarios for
different time horizon and intervals, giving them greater importance to correctly fit in the type of
application.
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Intervals could be studied in terms of an hour, one year or ten years, for example. Obviously,
smaller intervals means narrower variables’ variances which in turn correspond to different and
more defined uncertainties.
Time horizon defines the future perspectives from the planning point of view. A long range
time horizon is often associated with greater uncertainties in planning, unlike short range time
horizons, which are commonly associated with information uncertainties in operation.
Essentially there are two main groups of application of PLF studies to planning: long term
and operation. In order to correctly handle the information, variable modeling should be divided
into two categories, as stated in [36]: short term and long term modeling. Short term modeling
is applied to system operation and, on the other hand, long term modeling is applied to system
planning. [22]
Data collected in the systems’ substations contains, amongst other information, for short term
data, daily peak values for the random variables, generally for the period of two months and, for
long term data, annual peak values for a given number of years. PLF studies are then applied with
the methodologies studied previously in section 2.1.2.2.
Long term planning, often referred as grid expansion planning, uses long range horizon in-
formation, which can reach ten, twenty or even forty years if the component being studied is a
substation, for example. To study this situations, uncertainties are commonly modeled based on
load growth forecast in existing buses and also based on the location of new substations forecast,
granting this LF problems new components.
Besides, grid expansion planning also studies extreme operation states, having uncertainty in
extreme scenarios, as well as uncertainty related to the synchronism/maximum load correlation
due to several aspects as different seasons or demography fluctuations. Within extreme operation
states, there is one special kind of extreme state which is a new paradigm for electric systems,
consisting in the inclusion of disperse generation. However, the future power output of a certain
bus, or production of a given power plant, is not in the aim of said studies. Instead, this studies
account for the future installed capacity and location of power plants.
Short term planning, often referred as operation planning, has as main objective the study of
extreme scenarios with the present installed capacity. In this cases, time horizons are commonly
of one year and are studied all possible cases that may occur in the said year, either being likely
or unlikely, including all periods of the day. When studying short term planning, it is usual to
vary the intervals at study between daily, hourly or even quarter of an hour intervals, depending
on the level of detail needed. This kind of planning allows the decision maker to analyze the
grids’ financial effectiveness, active power losses and also to calculate the probability of disperse
generation management needs.
It is important to point out that the type of information, discussed previously, depends on time
horizons, for example, if one year is selected as time horizon, there is an uncertainty within the
operation for that year; if one week is selected as time horizon, it is possible to include details
of disperse generation, such as wind or solar; if one day is selected as time horizon, the uncer-
tainty associated to the load values differ themselves within the time of the day. As stated before,
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by shrinking the time horizons, typically under one hour, uncertainties tend to be restricted to
measurement errors and lack of synchronism within the collected data.
This topic has an important role in the use of PLF methods and the research made pointed out
that most of recent papers studying methodologies just describe the method itself and does not
state neither general applications of PLF studies, nor the best application of the method at study.
Also, this topic lacks updated research, since the most useful papers found about the topic are
dated from 1976 to 1991.[36][37][38]
2.2 Internet of Things
The concept was born in 1990 as John Romkey developed a toaster connected over the internet,
using a TCP/IP networking, whose project consisted essentially in simply turning on and off the
said toaster. Although, the first use of the IoT idea belongs to Kevin Ashton, in 1999, working at
Procter&Gamble (P&G) at the time, when he used the term to describe, in a presentation to the
executives, the integration of Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) in P&G supply chain. [39]
A common definition, as stated in [40], is “represents the convergence of a variety of comput-
ing and connectivity trends that have been evolving for many decades.”
European Research Cluster on the Internet of Things (IERC) [41] also defined IoT as “A
dynamic global network infrastructure with self-configuring capabilities based on standard and
interoperable communication protocols where physical and virtual “things” have identities, physi-
cal attributes, and virtual personalities and use intelligent interfaces, and are seamlessly integrated
into the information network.”
Given this, there is a special interest for system operators in the integration of such technolo-
gies in industry or power systems. General Electrics [42] considered, in a recent publication, that
the convergence between advanced computing and the global industrial system would profoundly
transform many aspects of daily life.
Such concept is already in application in smart grids, which assumes different components of
a given grid should be connected and possess sufficient intelligence to operate autonomously. The
actual challenge is to add new functionalities to the components such as the ability to run power
flows and opt for different network configurations automatically, in order to always operate under
the optimum state.
In the company point of view, there are certain needs in term of operation in which IoT-based
solutions can really make an impact. The needs are such as follows:
• Improved productivity – directly affects the success and profits of companies;
• Market valorization – different solutions and products can add market value to companies,
if successful;
• Cost effectiveness – one of the main drivers of modern companies is the reduction of oper-
ational costs, which is one of the main purposes of using intelligent devices and solutions.
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In power systems utilities, the application of IoT concepts is in motion, for example, in projects
such as InovGrid in Évora, by EDP Distribuição, which includes the integration of IED’s to man-
age systems’ assets. This project is proving to be one of the most revolutionary ones in the dis-
tribution grids, since it predicts an evolution towards a high number of small producers within
the distribution network (lower levels of voltage) and reconfiguration in case of any component
outage.
However, this technology raises some questions, namely about where to store all the informa-
tion to be used by these grid assets. One technology that seems consistent and mature enough is
the cloud environment, since it allows the sensors not to have coupled storage. Instead, sensors
send the information directly into an online database, ready to be used by other components.
Given this, some properties of IoT systems are of utter importance to the thematic at study
and, more properly, this dissertation, such as self-configuration, self-protection, self-description
and self-energy-supplying.
Self-configuration allows a quick configuration of the system, which otherwise would take
longer if done by hand. Besides providing remote configuration applications, a system with the
possibility of self-configuration, allied with intelligence to determine the optimum operation point,
should also autonomously reconfigure the systems’ topology.
Self-protection is defined as autonomously changing security and privacy levels, in order to
avoid attacks with the aim of obtaining private data. This functionality should not affect the quality
of service and experience.
Self-description is particularly interesting, as it allows the combination of different devices
such as metering systems and sensors, which should be able to describe themselves, their charac-
teristics, capabilities and data, in order to interact with each other.
Self-energy-supplying employs sustainable solutions into intelligent devices, such as renew-
able energy sources as power supplies or the ability to harvest energy from other sources.
According to [1] there are some other properties of IoT systems that need further research in
order to optimize some features: self-adaptation; self-organization; self-optimization; self-healing;
self-discovery; self-matchmaking.
Besides properties, other concerns emerge, mostly related to data management, as is consti-
tutes a crucial aspect of IoT applications, considering the fact that Machine-to-machine (M2M)
computing is on the rise. Thus, there is a need to store great amounts of generated data by Data
Collector and Analysis (DCA) modules, cores of IoT applications, and to facilitate the handling
of such information, easily and securely.
Some of the main functions of DCA modules are such as following:
• User data storage – data collected by sensors is then stored in a cloud environment;
• User data and operation modelling – enables the creation of data models to correctly store
information received from sensors and prepare it to be used by other users;
• On-demand data access - application programming interface (API) to access easily to data;
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This all can not be achieved without working out a key element of IoT applications, which
is adequate security. Currently, and in the future, systems will continue to grow, as well as the
number of users of said systems. Given this, there is a need to protect the information, since it has
great value, as well as it can be dangerous if badly handled. So, in large-scale applications and
services that base their use in IoT infrastructures there is a special need to do some research in
order to advance in critical areas to shield against malicious intents, such as DoS/DDOS attacks
or access from not allowed credentials. Given this, if security does not evolve in the coming
years, applications running the IoT concept will resemble more like an Intranet server, drastically
different from an Internet one.
Reference [1] predicts on chapter 5.1.2 smart city data, acquired from different modules, will
use cloud storage and computer techniques, due to high scalability of resources and reduced cost
of operation and maintenance. Thus, smart city applications will inherit cloud computing security
and risks, as well as the need of authenticate and authorized access to be provided with trusted
information from sensors and actuators.
This kind of structure is exposed to several types of attacks, as discussed previously, that could
pose different troubles for the said system, ranging from small interferences to exposure of private
information and system outages. Hence, an attacker could possible infiltrate in different layers
of the structure, such as manipulation of sensor measurements, obtain credentials from sensors,
impersonate an intermediary to withdraw information (phishing) and actuate on systems’ assets.
One can observe now that there are several challenges to overcome before applying the previ-
ously evidenced technologies on large-scale and vital systems such as electric power systems. The
main concerns revolve around security, storage and autonomy of IoT appliances. This concept is
identified as a central topic to correctly approach the reading of this dissertation, as it is involved
in the main computing characteristics of the model presented.
As discussed previously in this dissertation, there are mainly two types of applications of PLF
studies: long term planning and short term planning. From the long term planning point of view,
there is little interest in the information supplied by IoT applications, since long term planning
uncertainties are derived from hypothetical scenarios and not from information collected via IoT.
However, considering short term planning, there is a growing interest in IoT applications,
since uncertainties take in account real time measurements, which are held by different owners,
connected to the electric system. Some of them include SCADA applications present in distri-
bution and transport systems, energy markets information, load and self-consumption levels in
distribution grids, dispersed generation information, generation connected to industries, such as
Combined Heat and Power (CHP) and, finally, information from installed smart meters in different
users of distribution systems.
Given this, it is possible to infer that there is plenty of information badly handled by the dif-
ferent owners. One must ponder new paradigms in which information is stored solely in one
place, properly controlled by an experienced regulatory body, ready to be handled by the modules
of different operators, this is, distribution networks applying information from transmission sys-
tems and vice versa. This may result in more accurate power flow algorithms and solutions and,
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consequently, better planning of distribution grids.
The current paradigm features software like SCADA, which is too complex to handle informa-
tion variation and new interactions on real time. Even on distribution networks, the future tends
for having disaggregated information on substations, where components communicate between
them and in a cloud environment, without the need of SCADA softwares.
For the writing of the dissertation we will assume that the existing information is independent,
distributed and accessible, not structured in an organized way, but a traditional one, ready to be
used in power flow algorithms. Information is not synchronized, not measured in the same time
intervals and can have different measurement units (SI or per unit) or even substitution variables,
for example, wind speed rather than wind power output of a given park.
The idealized methodology will be capable of using this information without having to struc-
ture it in advance, because the intended approach is itself based on fragmented and distributed
algorithms that also do not have synchronous and structured communication between them.
2.3 Reactive Programming
The current subsection aims to present a known paradigm for event-driven systems. Taking distri-
bution energy systems as example, the number of times the system states change is considerable
and based this fact it was developed the idea of turning sensors and actuators autonomous using
reactive programming in order for them to react in real-time to real-events.
This paradigm is not new, although it was never applied to such a large system. Reference [43]
defines reactive programming as part of three types of computer programming: "It is convenient to
distinguish roughly between three kinds of computer programs. Transformational programs com-
pute results from a given set of inputs; typical examples are compilers or numerical computation
programs. Interactive programs interact at their own speed with users or with other programs;
(...) Reactive programs also maintain a continuous interaction with their environment, but at a
speed which is determined by the environment, not the program itself. Interactive programs work
at their own pace and mostly deal with communication, while reactive programs only work in re-
spond to external demands and mostly deal with accurate interrupt handling. Real-time programs
are usually reactive.".
The information stated above enables the application of the concept into this dissertation:
the primary objective is to create a model that runs solely on information gathered in real-time
from near modules. A simple example to explain the use of reactive programming is pretending
buses 2, 3 and 4 are connected to bus 1: the idea is to use information from buses 2, 3 and 4
modules and run an autonomous probabilistic load flow algorithm, in order to comprehend the
state of operation of the system, endowing the grid with knowledge to change topology to reach
the optimum point of operation. A purely reactive method based on probabilistic approaches,
to account for uncertainty and slight variations, and IoT concepts to manage grid data and store
results for future improvement of the models are the scope of this dissertation.
Chapter 3
Methodology
3.1 Density Data Extraction - DenDEx
The method applied in this thesis will be based in the NW-KDE method, whose principles are
based on the work of [44] and [45]. The main difference between the NW-KDE method and a
standard KDE method is that, although this method tends to be more complex mathematically, it
allows the user to determine the Beta PDF parameters solely from its expected value and variance.
A Beta PDF is defined in a finite interval between a minimum and a maximum, 0 and 1
respectively, and is composed by two positive shape parameters α and β . Essentially, a Beta
distribution PDF assumes values of probability as follows:
i(hp,d ;α,β ) = k ·h(α−1)p,d · (1−hp,d)(β−1) (3.1)
In equation 3.1, hp,d ∈ [0;1] and k is a constant. A brief example of the usage of different
values of α and β is presented in figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Example of Beta PDF
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Being this method applied to historical sets, the said expected values and variances of input
and output variables can be later translated into useful probabilistic information, either to assess
present state of operation or to probabilistically forecast other states of operation, that is, if some
information about load levels or generator dispatch is known beforehand. Some changes were
done to the original NW-KDE method in order to apply specifically to the problematic at hand and
to create a new method to extract data from a knowledge matrix.
Given this, this dissertation considers an historical set of m variables with n historical cases.
Therefore, the data collected composes what is called a knowledge base dataset, from now on
referred to as knowledge matrix, shown in 3.2.
h1,1 · · · h1,d · · · h1,m
...
. . .
...
hp,1 · · · hp,d · · · hp,m
...
. . .
...
hn,1 · · · hn,d · · · hn,m

(3.2)
As an example, one can assume the variables of the knowledge matrix to be referred to an
electric system. Each dimension of 3.2, or each column, represents a given electrical variable,
such as voltage, and each historic case, or each row, corresponds to a given measure of the said
variable.
In order to proceed the application of the method, inputs are needed to be as represented
by 3.3. Note that each input is referred to one dimension, as it is necessary to determine the
dimensions’ maximum and minimum values. Besides that, one can add relevant information,
through specifications of αd and βd , shape parameters of the dimension d, only if there is an
accurate knowledge about the said shape or, in some cases, just by shortening the interval of a
dimension by adjusting maximum and minimum.
{i1(min1,max1,α1,β1); · · · ; id(mind ,maxd ,αd ,βd); · · · ; im(minm,maxm,αm,βm)} (3.3)
It is of utter importance to normalize the data being fed to the method since, in this case of
application of Beta PDF, it only works in a close interval ∈ [0,1]. One way to normalize data is by
using equation 3.4, where h′ denotes the normalized data and h denotes the denormalized data.
h′p,d =
hp,d−mind
maxd−mind (3.4)
Given this, the inputs presented in 3.3 need to be normalized under 3.4. Therefore, the nor-
malized inputs take another form, presented by 3.5 since it is already assumed that we are working
in a close interval ∈ [0,1].
{i′1(α1,β1); · · · ; i′d(αd ,βd); · · · ; i′m(αm,βm)} (3.5)
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After retrieving the normalized inputs, it is calculated for each historical case the joint activa-
tion value, also known as Ap, through the product of all single activations, for a given p case, from
each active input variable, calculated by 3.6.
Ap =
m
∏
d=1
I′d(h
′
p,d ;αid ,β id) (3.6)
In equation 3.6:
• Ap is the joint activation vector;
• I′d(h′p,d ;αid ,β id) is the normalized input containing the values hp,d and the shape parameters
αid and β id of the active variable d;
• h′p,d is the normalized value corresponding to the active variable d and historical case p;
• αid and β id are the Beta PDF input parameters of a given d dimension.
Figure 3.2: Example of Beta PDF
Figure 3.2 gives some graphic insight about the calculation of activation values. This example
evidences the calculation involving two variables, denoted by dimensions d1 and d2. As one can
see, historic case PH is referred to both variables, having a different activation value for each one,
depending on both α and β parameters and the value itself.
An important step is taken before proceeding into the calculation of the expected value. After
calculating the vector Ap, a subset selection of the highest activation values is done, creating the
vector Atopp of n values with the highest activations. Given this, it is defined the new mind and
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maxd , as minOd and maxOd , in order to re-normalize the data, similarly to equation 3.4, but only to
the Atopp values.
h′′p,d =
h′p,d−minOd
maxOd −minOd
(3.7)
So, the expected value of dimension d can be calculated using all the normalized qualified val-
ues, which correspond to the hd historical values that belong to [minOd ,maxOd ] and their activation
values, calculated by the following equation:
E[O′′d |I′′] =
∑np=1(h′′p,d ·Ap)
∑np=1Ap
(3.8)
The variables in equation 3.8 correspond to:
• E[O′′d |I′′] is the expected value of the normalized output variable O′′ under the normalized
inputs I′′;
• I′′ are normalized inputs which were selected to calculate the expected value of dimension
d normalized output;
• O′′d is the d dimension normalized output for which is being calculated the expected value;
• h′′p,d is the normalized value of a p point in a d dimension, between [minOd and maxOd ];
• n is the number of qualified points.
For the calculation of the variance the second momentum calculation of the expected value is
also needed. For that, the same equation is used, but with a slight difference, which is that the
value appears squared, as following.
E[(O′′d)
2|I′′] = ∑
n
p=1((h
′′
p,d)
2 ·Ap)
∑np=1Ap
(3.9)
The calculation of the variance comes right after and is solely calculated using the expected
values calculated before in 3.8 and 3.9.
V [O′′d |I′′] =
∑np=1((h′′p,d)
2 ·Ap)
∑np=1Ap
−
(
∑np=1(h′′p,d ·Ap)
∑np=1Ap
)2
(3.10)
In order to simplify the analysis, equation 3.10 can also be written as 3.11.
V [O′′d |I′′] = E[(O′′d)2|I′′]−E[O′′d |I′′]2 (3.11)
After determining E[O′′d |I′′] andV [O′′d |I′′], obtained from 3.8, 3.9 and 3.11, αod and βod output
values for each dimension d can now be calculated as described by the equations 3.12 and 3.13.
αod =
(1−E[O′′d |I′′])(E[O′′d |I′′])2
V [O′′d |I′′]
−E[O′′d |I′′] (3.12)
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βod = αdo
1−E[O′′d |I′′]
E[O′′d |I′′]
(3.13)
The outputs are then written the same way as inputs were, represented in 3.14, in order to
further compare the difference between them.
Od{minod ,maxod ,αod ,βod} (3.14)
The following flow chart 3.3 summarizes the steps evidenced before.
1. Data acquisition and Active
Input/Output Dimensions Selection
2. Variable Normalization (3.4)
3. Single Activation
Values Calculation (3.1)
4. Calculate Vector of Activations Ap
for the vector of historical cases p (3.6)
5. Highest Activation Values
Selection and Creation of the Vector Atopp
6. Calculation of minod and
maxod to Normalize h′′p,d (3.7)
7. Calculate Expected Value and
Variance (3.8) (3.10) (3.12) (3.13)
8. Denormalization of
Od{minod ,maxod ,αod ,βod}
9. Update Outputs
Figure 3.3: Proposed methodology approach
The method starts off with data acquisition (1.), where it gathers previously synchronized
data and organizes it in a knowledge matrix, accounting for all the cases and dimensions. It also
reads the information related to the dimensions, such as their parameters. After that, the user has
the power to decide which dimensions will influence the output by turning on a binary code for
the inputs. If a given dimension is turned on, then its parameters are relevant for the selection
of qualified cases. At this point, it is filtered all reading errors and values outside the interval
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parameters that was preset, by eliminating those cases from the knowledge matrix, allowing the
method to work only under the desired values. It is important to emphasize that it is not necessary
to ensure that the number of inputs to be equal to the number of outputs because the output variable
is calculated using only activation values from qualified cases, since the activation values vector is
independent from the number of variables, but dependent from the number of historical cases.
Step (2.) denotes the normalization done to the historical cases under equation 3.4. This is a
very important step since a bad normalization can result in a poor application of method or it can
even cause some fatal errors to emerge, such as the values being outside the allowed interval of
[0;1].
Next, it is (3.) calculated the single activation values for each historical case p of each di-
mension d, resorting to equation 3.1, whose inputs are I′d(h
′
p,d ;αid ;β id), which account for the
input I′d historical value p of dimension d and the corresponding αid and β id . As it was previously
explained graphically by figure 3.1, different values of α and β parameters have different effects
on the calculation of the activation values. For example, setting α and β equal to one would as-
sign the same activation to each value of a given inteval. By setting α and β to higher values, for
example, equal to two, on both parameters, the values that appear on the central part of the interval
will have higher activation values, contrarily to the ones near the minimum and maximum limits.
Once data is saved in the knowledge matrix, already filtered, normalized and transformed into
single activation values, the next step takes on the calculation of Ap, a joint activation vector (4.).
The method starts by calculating Ap through 3.6 for the corresponding case and stores the value in
the correct position.
The variation presented in this method comes in the form of a filter (5.), which does not allow
the user to apply the method without enough historical data to correctly identify the Beta PDF
parameters. Considering this, after a first evaluation of the historical sets that qualify for the
application of the method, that is, after calculating Ap, the joint activation vector is sorted from
highest activation to lowest activation value. At this point, the selections is done through two
different means: through user choice, as the user has the power to select the number of cases,
or through minimum level of activation values. The last one, the minimum level of activation
values, contemplates a percentile of the total cases, eliminating the ones below a certain level,
as the remaining values constitute the final vector Atopp , to be used next in the calculation of the
expected value and variance. The minimum level is defined at the start of the program and, in this
dissertation, it was decided to be 10% of the maximum activation of Ap. The user is allowed to
change the value as pleased.
This way, the user has the choice to use every single value of the qualified cases, or only use
the ones with the higher activation values, which are closer to the kernel of the entire data set of
the selected variables. This allows the cut of some dispersed values which could add noise to the
final results, turning the method more accurate. It is important to emphasize that the interaction
with other external agents is done at this point through the sharing of the activation vector Atopp .
In short, the interaction with other agents, which in this case will be electrical nodes, is done, as
stated before, through the sharing of of the activation vector Atopp . This was emulated in a simple
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Excel file, which served as a cloud service, in which every node sent their activation vectors for
each qualified case. The updated information about the weights of every case could be later pulled
by other agents, without knowing the actual information, in order to calculate a column vector of
the activations for each case.
After calculating the subset of the highest activation values, a (6.) determination of the new
maximum and minimum values is needed, as well as a re-normalization of the historical values.
Since the method previews the use of an interval between [0,1], the fact that the selection may
have shrunk the interval, a new normalization is needed, using equation 3.7. In order to do that,
the vector Atopp is first read and then it is identified the positions that match the activation values
to the actual values. It is then performed an evaluation to determine the new minod and maxod ,
enabling the application of the equation referenced before.
Once the qualified values are selected, equations 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10 are applied (7.) to all the
active output dimensions.
A problem was encountered as αod and βod were lower than 1. Such values turn the Beta
PDF into exponential ones, matching higher probabilities to values near 0 when αod is very low,
and matching higher probabilities to values near 1 when βod is very low. Since those results are
incorrect and do not reveal the true nature of the data, a small verification was made just before
calculating both αod and βod . The verification to ensure that αod and βod are never less than 1,
equations 3.15 and 3.16 were used. There was also a need to verify the variance value through
equation 3.17, in which NMP is a very small number, in order to not only limit smaller values of
αod and βod , but also the greater values of them too, as that situation is also problematic, since
it assigns very high probabilities (near 1) to a limited interval and very low (near 0) to all the
remaining interval.
If: V [O′′d |I′′]>
E[O′′d |I′′]2(1−E[O′′d |I′′])
1+E[O′′d |I′′]
Then: V [O′′d |I′′] =
E[O′′d |I′′]2(1−E[O′′d |I′′])
1+E[O′′d |I′′]
(3.15)
If: V [O′′d |I′′]>
E[O′′d |I′′](1−E[O′′d |I′′])2
2−E[O′′d |I′′]
Then: V [O′′d |I′′] =
E[O′′d |I′′](1−E[O′′d |I′′])2
2−E[O′′d |I′′]
(3.16)
If: V [O′′d |I′′]< NMP Then: V [O′′d |I′′] = NMP (3.17)
Finally, output minod ,maxod ,αod and βod are stored in the correct output active dimensions
(9.), ending the application of the method. Before being loaded into the spreadsheet, a (8.) denor-
malization is needed applying the inverse method. The output values are then ready to be used in
probabilistic evaluations.
There are two important aspects of the methodology described above that need to be empha-
sized beforehand. The first one is that this is not an iterative method, as the outputs can not turn
into inputs, at least α and β values, since it will simply alter the single activation values for the
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different historic cases of a given input variable. This will shrink the curve as it is mathematically
implying that the user has some knowledge about the behaviour of the tested variable.
The second one is a consequence of the first: as the user shall not know the behaviour of a
given variable, initially at most, said variable shall be initialized having α and β equal to 1. This
allows the software to assume that any given value is as likely as any other value present in the
historical data, which means Ap will only be influenced by the concentration of points around a
certain value.
Essentially, the communication between neighbour buses can done as soon as step number 3 of
the flow chart is completed, that is, the input variables qualified sets change their single activation
values, which in turn will change Ap for every qualified set.
This communication becomes safer for other neighbour buses to use, as it does not take unnec-
essary risks by handling important and explicit electrical information, but instead it simply passes
the joint activation vector, encoded by default since it denotes the multiplication of several single
activation values of each variable for a specific case from the entire historical set.
3.2 Explanatory Example
This section has the purpose of explaining some results derived from the methodology presented
previously. The tests presented in this section contemplate one input dimension and one output
dimension, in order to facilitate the comprehension of the results shown later in chapter 5. For that
set, it is evaluated the Reliability Index, as well as it is done a brief comparison between the real
test value and quantile Q50 value.
In order to do that, the data was firstly divided between training set, also known as historical
data, and testing set, which corresponds to new input values. The only difference between real
application and test is that the output real value is given to be evaluated further in this dissertation.
Firstly, the input distribution is set by default as α and β = 1 , min= 0 and max= 1. Then, the
user has a choice to set the range of the several inputs by changing the interval value. This interval
value is composed by a random number generator, which shifts the interval around the input value
for the given case. From there on, that value is chosen as reference and the random number will
create an interval, not centered in the real value, but containing it. The example shown in this
section is using an interval of an amplitude of 0.05.
After setting the input alpha, beta, maximum and minimum values, the data is then set to be
applied to DenDEx. The method first loads the qualified cases of the knowledge matrix, that is,
the ones that comply with the interval set for input variables, creating the vector that contains the
available data. At this point it is done a standardization between a very small number and one
minus the very small number. This is done to avoid near zero values for the distribution, whose
problems were already identified previously.
Then, it is calculated the activation function by 3.6 for each entry, that is, for each qualified
case. The comprehension of the meaning of this value is of utter importance. Finally, the method
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ends by printing the output parameters. This method is applied to the entire test set, which contains
768 different values, corresponding to different situations from different chronological instants.
A reliability diagram can be a great indicator of the "reliability" of the method, whose purpose
is to assess the frequency of a given real result to fall in a specific interval, hereinafter called
quantile. The quantiles are supposed to divide a given distribution between a specific number of
equal areas, or probabilities. In this dissertation, the normalized interval between zero and one
will be divided into quantiles, intervals of 0.1, totaling an amount of ten intervals. Therefore, the
ideal frequency, or target frequency, of each quantile is 10%. As it is observable in figures 3.4 and
3.5, the real value tends to fluctuate between quantiles Q10 and Q90. Also, figure 3.6 compares the
target frequency to the observed frequency.
Figure 3.4: Winter set example results
Figure 3.5: Summer set example results
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Figure 3.6: Quantile distributions of example results
In order not only to evaluate the results visually, it was used several indexes to correctly iden-
tify the accuracy of the method.
Firstly, a reliability index RI was created, which calculates, resorting to equation 3.18, the
average normalized difference between calculated frequencies and the target frequencies. It is im-
portant to emphasize that in order to calculate RI a test set is needed, since each case corresponds
to one result. To evaluate the previous index it is needed a great number of test cases to be able to
verify the distribution.
RI(%) =
(
1−
NQ
∑
i=1
| fobsi− ftargeti |
)
∗100% (3.18)
in which:
• fobsi is the observed frequencyof quantile i;
• ftargeti is the target frequency of quantile i;
• NQ is the total number of quantiles.
According to equation 3.18, higher values of RI means closer values to the target frequencies.
The example shown previously has an RI of 65.9%.
Secondly, it was used the Mean Absolute Percentage Error - MAPE - using equation 3.19.
MAPE is a very important index in forecast algorithms to assess the accuracy by a means of a
percentage, comparing a target value to an output value. In this case, the target value is the real
value of a test case and the output value is the Q50 quantile value.
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MAPE(%) =
100
n
·
n
∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣Ti−OiTi
∣∣∣∣ (3.19)
in which:
• Ti is the target value;
• Oi is the output value, which corresponds to Q50 quantile value;
• n is the number of cases.
Contrarily to RI, lower values of MAPE index means the output values are closer to the target
values. The example shown previously has a MAPE of 1.38%. Another index of a possible evalu-
ation is the average difference between quantiles Q10 and Q90, which in this case was determined
to be 6,296 kV.
The next chapter presents an overview of the information used and how it was handled in order
to prepare it to be applied to this method.
3.3 Connectivity, Reaction and Synchronism
In this section will be presented one idea that appeared evident during the writing of this disserta-
tion, but that could not be tested. One very important aspect of this dissertation that was lacking
was the capability of communication. This whole idea is the foundation of something bigger, that
could be applied basically to everything that handles correlated information. The fact that there is
a need for communication raises some concerns about security, which takes to the second aspect
that needs work: information transaction.
Instead of running all variables at the same time, imposing the data transaction, a better idea
was found, which contemplates the transfer of encoded information via activation values. This
would allow the users to use valid information without the need of directly handling sensitive
information.
This way, the raw information is protected from piracy or nefarious effects and the program
is still allowed to run, since all information is encoded in the activation values for the given input
dimensions. From this new proposed methodology, it can only result in benefits, from the privacy
and computational time point of view.
Given the stated above, all of the methodology’s objectives are the same, but the process
contemplates slight differences. The method above is thought and is operated having information
regarding the whole knowledge matrix. That enabled the users to directly use information from
other buses, which compromised the security of the data. This way, altering the method under
the differences between figures 3.3 and 3.7, would provide not only more security, but faster
interactions between information of different dimensions.
The process of calculation of vector Ap, which is a column vector corresponding to the joint
activation values of a given case for all the input dimensions, is slightly different.
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The differences start by the selection of input dimensions. For example, assuming only two
dimensions, one input and one output. As soon as the entities that control the information regard-
ing those dimensions, receive updated values, they can calculate the single activation value of the
different measures, through equation 3.1.
Agent a
-
Data acquisition and
Active Input/Output
Dimensions Selection
Variable
Normalization (3.4)
Single Activation
Values Calculation (3.1)
Calculate Vector of Acti-
vations Ap for the vector
of historical cases p (3.6)
Highest Activation Values
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minod and maxod to
Normalize h′′p,d (3.7)
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Figure 3.7: Alterations to the proposed methodology
After that, those activation values are sent to a cloud environment, through a public key en-
coded with the hour and date of the historical case, the hour and date of the forecast instant and
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a private code of the simulation. This blockchain coding allows a public access to the activations
for a specific predictive instant coded in the blockchain. The agent simply queries the cloud for
all registers available for the target predictive instant, getting registers from multiple simulations
activating multiple historical cases, with identifiable date-time codes. Some information received
through the request is useful and some other is not, so it will be on the agent side that the decision
process to select the information to be used is going to be made. Based on the activation correla-
tion between the registers of the agents’ simulations and the registers of other simulations received
from the cloud, the agent dynamically identifies the external simulations and correspondent acti-
vations that are useful to enrich the knowledge matrix of their on simulation. The matching of
registers of internal with external activations is done in the user side, as the cloud only acts as
a storing device for the blockchain registers, without any kind of relation or iteration between
registers.
Given the represented in figure 3.7, a briefly explanation is handled. Assuming agents a and
b are from two different entities and are holding different kinds of information and two cases
are verified: the first one, information from both dimensions is synchronized and is valuable; the
second one, information is not synchronized or is invaluable.
For the first case, the proposed methodology in 3.3 acts perfectly, since the use of all informa-
tion is based on the premise that it is synchronized, hence the ability to push information is the
same as having all the information from agent b known on the a side and vice versa. It is calculated
the joint activation value vector A by equation 3.6 for the two dimensions, it is then selected the
highest activation cases, which is then applied to the expected value and variance equations.
However, assuming that this premise is not fulfilled, the information is not synchronized and
the selection of viable cases and input dimension can not be done as one pleases. If there is no
matching information from agent b, then the output variable can only be forecasted through the
use of agent a self information, which is not sufficiently good to have a decent forecast. Now,
assuming that there is not only two agents, but one hundred, the probability of asynchronous
values rises.
The idea is then to confer the power of decision to the different agents on which input variables
and qualified cases they should use. After agent a calculates its input activation values, through
equation 3.20, it passes that encoded information to the cloud environment.
Ap,entity =
m
∏
d=1
I′d(h
′
p,d ;αid ,β id) (3.20)
The difference between equations 3.6 and 3.20 is that equation 3.20 solely calculates one
agent’s activation joint values. This allows the information’s activation values to be ran through
the cloud and then multiplied after the selection, which turns equation 3.6 into the product of
multiple entities’ activation values.
Here, the cloud determines which inputs from other agents are available for that instant in
particular and after selecting the qualified cases, it sends back those values to the different agents.
The agents can then select the activation values as they please, that is, they can assess themselves
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if the information is useful or not. One suggestion is to evaluate the correlation between activation
values. Higher correlation between variables mean that they influence each other in a greater factor
than others with lower correlation variables.
After that, the agent a gathers the cloud information, which contains the activation values of
the cases of several agents, it is ran the method as proposed, by selecting the highest activation
values, calculating the expected value and variance and, ultimately, updating their outputs.
Chapter 4
Case Description
This chapter will address the data available with an extensive description of its management and
usage.
4.1 Case Considerations
Management and control of electrical grids, both transmission and distribution, are operated in-
dividually by separate companies. Transmission grids are operated by the Transmission System
Operator, also known as TSO, which in Portugal is concessioned to Redes Energéticas Nacionais
- REN. However, there is also the operation of distribution networks, smaller in voltage and power
levels, but more numerous, which are operated by the Distribution System Operator, or DSO, in
which the vast majority of the distribution grids are concessioned to Energias de Portugal - EDP.
The data used in this dissertation is from a distribution network from EDP. In order to respect
confidentiality agreement, the names of the buses will be concealed and changed to numbers.
As it is known, EDP has two major centers of operation of distribution systems: one located
in Porto, which controls the North region of Portugal and another one located in Lisbon, which
controls the Center and South regions. Inside those operation centers, it is also divided by voltage
level, having different teams for high voltage and medium voltage grids.
Given this, the data used is the same as used previously by those control centers, being handled
by a SCADA software. Incorporated in that software there are functions which retrieve and display
the information sent remotely from the IED’s located in the substations. That information involves
both electrical data such as voltage profiles, currents and apparent power injection, as well as
topology status, which contemplates information about disconnectors, whether they are open or
closed, state of operation of capacitor banks, transformer taps, among other relevant information
such as temporal data.
This allows the teams to have a deterministic overview of the current status of their grids
and how they are being operated. This data is also useful in terms of planning, since there is
already some knowledge about which branches are maxed out, and how the production/loads are
distributed.
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The grid at study is particularly interesting due to the presence of renewable sources, such as
hydro and wind power, as well as connections to transmission grids. This allows to have very
different profiles from case to case, which is a good starting point, at least for the country energy
mix repertoire.
Portugal is a rich country in hydro resources, consolidating hydro power as one of the most
important sources of renewable energy. In the last decades, there has been a growth, due to the
magnificent incentives given by the country’s government, of wind power sources, which propelled
the construction of several wind farms. The following figures 4.1 and 4.2 are a keen representation
of the presence of wind energy in Portugal’s energetic mix and the growth over the years.
Figure 4.1: Portugal Energy mix, from January 2015 to December 2015. Adapted from: [46]
Figure 4.2: Portugal Renewable Energy mix growth. Adapted from: [47]
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The strong growth of wind energy production allowed to shift storage hydro power from the
load profile base to peak, that is, since the majority of the wind energy production is during the
night time, in valley hours, that energy is used to fill the dams’ reservoirs to respond later in peak
hours.
Besides that, the rise of wind energy presented itself as a challenge to system operators, since
there is high variability in power output from hour to hour, forcing the operation to account for
rapid variations of power injection in several buses.
This grids’ knowledge matrix is then rich in cases, from wind farms to hydro power plants and
loads, setting itself as a great test for the tool developed. The next section describes thoroughly
the data involved in this dissertation.
4.2 Data Analysis
The methodology discussed previously in this dissertation revolved around a real case scenario,
being the data from a 60 kV grid. The grid information will be, from this point forward, protected
by using code names for the various buses, as stated before.
The following figure 4.3 is a representation of the grid’s single line diagram.
Figure 4.3: Real case scenario single line diagram
The grid at study is operated in open ring topology and is composed by a total of 31 buses,
9 generators and 8 loads, corresponding to the calendar year of 2015, each measure being taken
fifteen minutes apart, making a total of 34272 cases. As the information was very fragmented
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and unsynchronized, which was very difficult to handle, a small code was developed to overcome
blank cells and repeated values, which was different for each file of the four electric units related
to each bus, in order to organize with no duplicates to easily synchronize all measures from near
buses.
The available data prior to the organization was the following:
• Temporal Data: Day, day of the week, month, year, hour and minute of data acquisition;
• Electrical Data: Voltages, currents, active and reactive power;
Bus 1: Voltage on LV side;
Bus 2: Voltage on HV side, active/reactive power injection;
Bus 4: Voltage on HV side, active/reactive loads;
Bus 5: Voltage on HV side, active/reactive generation;
Bus 6: Voltage on HV side and active/reactive loads;
Bus 61: Voltage on HV side and active/reactive generation;
Bus 62: Voltage on HV side and active/reactive generation;
Bus 7: Voltage on HV side and active/reactive load;
Bus 8: Voltage on HV side and active/reactive load;
Bus 10: Voltage on HV side, active/reactive generation and active/reactive load;
Bus 11: Voltage on HV side and active/reactive load;
Lines L41, L54, L56, L105, L43, L49, L91: Currents in one or both directions.
Some of the grid components did not have available data such as some wind farms located in
Bus 1 and Bus 2.
Bus 1 is one of the most important substations of the network, since it corresponds to the
injection point from the transmission grid. Normally, the voltage in this bus is very stable and
above nominal voltage, in order to take on voltage drops throughout the grid. However, this is on
of the buses with several data errors, not being included in the analysis made in the next chapter.
Due to the high reactances of the branches, many times greater than their resistances, injected
reactive power has a great effect on bus voltages.
As for an example, the bus selected to do the vast majority of the tests was bus 6, located in the
periphery of the grid, being only connected to two hydro power plants and bus 5. The following
figure 4.4 presents bus 6 voltage, active power and reactive power on the course of an year.
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Figure 4.4: Bus 6 Voltage in kV (Blue), Active Power Injection in MW (Green) and Reactive
Power Injection in MVAr (Orange)
After organizing all information by bus and by electric unit, it was performed a synchronization
of the data in order to have in singular Excel files all the data related to the nearest buses.
The next step was to correctly identify the possible topologies in which the grid was operat-
ing. By studying the available data, it was possible to state that the grid is normally explored by
disconnecting itself from the upper grid (bus 10) and the lower grid (bus 11). Two other scenarios
were found: the first involved the disconnection of line 41, which links bus 1 and bus 4, turning the
power supply to lines 43, 49 and 91, which is, physically speaking, a triple junction between buses
1, 2 and 4 and the second both lines 41 and the triple point are out of service, which interrupted the
power supply from the transmission lines. The last one only happened 16 times during the year,
accounting for a total of four hours.
Finally, to completely characterize the data, it was retrieved two weeks, presented next, with
particular parameters identified below. The objective of this selection is to validate results from
the methodology previously presented in this dissertation. This selection, which is represented in
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figure 4.5 can be described as:
• Winter example set
Number of records: 384;
Days of the month: 2 to 5;
Days of the week: Monday to Thursday;
Month: February.
• Summer example set
Number of records: 384;
Days of the month: 8 to 11;
Days of the week: Monday to Thursday;
Month: June.
Figure 4.5: Bus 6 Winter Set Voltage (Blue) and Summer Set Voltage (Red) in kV
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Following inter-bus organization of the data, it was decided to evaluate the variables, either
temporal or electric, under Beta PDFs. The aim is to use Beta distributions as standard models of
said variables when there is not enough historical data available to perform the PLF method.
Given the stated previously, the first step, after synchronizing the information, was to normal-
ize it between 0 and 1. In order to do that, 3.4 was used.
After normalizing all the variables, and as a means to apply the proposed method, it was
created three blocks (standard block, input block and output block) with four parameters each (α ,
β , min and max). The standard block parameters were filled with the results of a study made to
the behaviour of the variables on the course of a year. The study consisted in the evaluation of the
number of times a given value occurred within a given range.
Firstly, it was defined a range between 0 and 1 and it was then tested the division in different
intervals. The best results were achieved by creating intervals with an amplitude of 0.025. It
was then calculated the number of values within each range, which were then divided by the total
occurrences, as a form of probability of occurrence, so to speak.
Secondly, the way to correctly identify the Beta PDF was to use the Excel Solver routine to
minimize the quadratic error between the probability of occurrence, calculated before, and the
subtraction between the CDF in the beginning of the interval and the end. The restrictions were to
α and β , which were restricted to ]0,−∞[. The initial conditions were flat-starts with α = β = 1
and min and max equal to 0 and 1, respectively.
All standard Beta PDF were determined by this method. The only exceptions were to the vari-
ables which Solver could not find a suitable solution, satisfying all restrictions. In those cases, both
standard and inputs were initialized as α = β = 1 and min and max equal to 0 and 1, respectively.
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Chapter 5
Simulation and Results
The base case is composed by 6 buses, from the total 31 buses. This is due to the lack of quality
from the data, which often contains errors which makes some of the buses impossible to use. The
buses used were B4, B6, B7, B12, B61 and B62. This selection of buses enabled the evaluation of
certain aspects of HV grids, since B6, a bus with active and reactive loads, is directly connected
to B61 and B62, which hold two generators from hydro power. Also, although a little far away
from these, B12 holds a wind farm and B4 and B7 more active and reactive loads, which are not
connected to any of the generation considered before.
In order to limit the number of figures presented in this and the following sections, it will be
evaluated the most relevant cases, mostly related to buses B6, B61, B7 and B12. The reasons
behind this selection are the following: B6 presents loads near hydro generation, B7 presents
loads far away from any generation, B61 represents the behaviour of hydro generation and B12
the behaviour of wind farms.
It is important to emphasize that the results shown in terms of Beta PDF Distributions were
randomly selected from an extensive test case, which turns them into just illustrative examples.
The conclusions drawn refer to the entire test set.
5.1 Base Case
This is considered the base case, since it used only active power from the six buses to estimate the
voltage outputs of those same buses. The chosen interval of inputs had an amplitude of 0.5 around
the input values. This interval can be justified by the number of input variables involved, as a too
smaller number would not return any qualified cases.
In this section will be evaluated the values of output voltages, output behaviour of the inputs,
output reliability, output MAPE and output average difference between quantiles Q10 and Q90.
After choosing active power of different buses as inputs, for each one of the 768 test cases, the
results were as follows.
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5.1.1 Bus 6 - Load Bus Connected to Generation
The analysis starts by investigating one of the central buses from the selected ones, as B6 con-
templates active and reactive loads, as well as being close to a power source. Figures 5.1 and 5.2
evidenced that the output distribution is closer the real values of the voltage in the winter, rather
than in the summer.
Figure 5.1: Winter Set B6 Voltage
Figure 5.2: Summer Set B6 Voltage
By analyzing carefully figures 5.1 and 5.2, one can take some conclusions:
• Winter set quantile values are led significantly better by the real values than the summer set;
• Winter set presents some voltage drops between the 2nd and the 3rd , the 3rd and the 4th and
also the 4th and the 5th of February;
• Summer set quantiles present some regularity, contrarily to B6 voltage real values.
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Voltage drops in figure 5.1 can be explained by sudden drops of active power production in
B61, evidenced in figure 5.3. Opposing to that, voltage rises displayed in figure 5.2 are directly
linked to the peaks of active power production presented in figure 5.4.
Figure 5.3: Winter Set B61 Active Power
Figure 5.4: Summer Set B61 Active Power
This results translate into a distribution by the ten quantiles as presented in table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Quantile Distribution of B6 Voltage
Q0−10 Q10−20 Q20−30 Q30−40 Q40−50 Q50−60 Q60−70 Q Q70−80 Q80−90 Q90−100
6,3% 8,6% 11,7% 10,2% 11,7% 11,9% 11,9% 9,4% 8,5% 9,5%
As it as evidenced before, table 5.1 can be represented graphically for a better understanding.
Figure 5.5 shows the absence of values outside the bounded interval. Quantiles Q20−30, Q40−50 and
Q60−70 are almost 2% above the 10% target frequency and quantiles Q10−20 and Q80−90, almost
1% below the target frequency.
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Figure 5.5: Quantile Distribution of B6 Voltage
After calculating the distribution by quantile, it was calculated the RI and MAPE, which re-
turned a value of 84,6% and 1,01%, respectively. Another index was evaluated solely for B6 which
contemplates the average difference between quantiles Q10 and Q90. For the base case the differ-
ence was of 2,27 kV. This difference, having 60 kV as per unit (p.u.) base voltage, represents an
interval of 0.038 p.u., which deems itself acceptable.
5.1.2 Bus 7 - Load Bus Far from Generation
Similarly to B6, B7 is also characterized by having active and reactive loads, but further away from
any power source. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 evidenced that the output distribution is not as influenced
as the previous bus, but still corresponds to slight variations of real values.
Figure 5.6: Winter Set B7 Voltage
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Figure 5.7: Summer Set B7 Voltage
By analyzing carefully figures 5.6 and 5.7, one can take some conclusions:
• Winter set quantile values are still led better by the real values than the summer set;
• Both Winter and Summer set quantiles present some regularity, contrarily to B7 voltage real
values.
The regularity presented, with predominance in the summer set, but also observable in the
winter set, is due to the lack of proximity to any power source. As voltages are susceptible to
power variation and this bus is far away from any power source, the ripple caused by those power
variations tend to fade. Another aspect that helps the fading of those variations is the fact that the
input interval is such that any conjugation of qualified cases picks very regular voltage values.
Figures 5.8 and 5.9 shows the quantile distribution of the input variables, to better understand
if the method correctly identifies the tendencies of the said input variables. As it can be observed
in 5.8, there is a certain pattern, where one can see the rise in active power consumption around
19:00 everyday, potentially denoting residential loads.
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Figure 5.8: Winter Set B7 Active Power
Figure 5.9: Summer Set B7 Active Power
This voltage results translate into a distribution by quantiles, as well as before, as presented in
table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Quantile Distribution of B7 Voltage
Q0−10 Q10−20 Q20−30 Q30−40 Q40−50 Q50−60 Q60−70 Q Q70−80 Q80−90 Q90−100
3,4% 6,4% 10,9% 10,0% 11,3% 13,8% 14,8% 11,6% 8,9% 8,7%
Figure 5.10 shows the absence of values outside the bounded interval, as well as the quantiles
above and below the target frequency. Quantiles from Q20−30 to Q70−80, are all above the 10%
target frequency, quantiles Q0−10 and Q10−20 6% and 4%, respectively, below the target frequency
and quantiles Q80−90 and Q90−100 only 2% below target frequency.
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Figure 5.10: Quantile Distribution of B7 Voltage
After calculating the distribution by quantile, it was calculated the RI and MAPE, which re-
turned a value of 74,8% and 0,90%, respectively.
5.1.3 Bus 61 - Hydro Power Generation
As stated before, B61 is characterized by being a bus with a hydro power plant. Similarly to the
stated for B6, B61 voltage is highly influenced by the active power levels being produced. The
voltage quantile outputs of B61 are presented in figures 5.11 and 5.12.
Figure 5.11: Winter Set B61 Voltage
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Figure 5.12: Summer Set B61 Voltage
Figures 5.11 and 5.12 also allow to take some conclusions, such as follows:
• Winter set quantile values are led significantly better by the real values;
• Winter set presents considerable voltage drops between the 2nd and the 3rd , the 3nd and the
4th and also the 4th and the 5th of February;
• Summer set quantiles present some regularity, contrarily to B61 voltage real values.
Voltage drops in figure 5.11 can be explained, much likely the B6 situation, by the sudden
drops of active power production by the hydro power plant, evidenced in figure 5.3, as well as
voltage rises displayed in figure 5.12, as they are linked to the peaks of active power production
presented in figure 5.4.
The following table 5.3 presents the distribution through the quantiles for the output values.
Table 5.3: Quantile Distribution of B61 Voltage
Q0−10 Q10−20 Q20−30 Q30−40 Q40−50 Q50−60 Q60−70 Q Q70−80 Q80−90 Q90−100
4,8% 8,9% 10,2% 10,7% 12,6% 12,1% 11,3% 10,9% 7,9% 10,3%
Figure 5.13 shows again the absence of values outside the bounded interval. It is important
to emphasize the regularity around the target frequency, as it is observable a peak of 12% in
quantiles Q40−50 and Q50−60 and a valley of 4,8% in quantile Q0−10. All the other quantiles are
evenly distributed.
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Figure 5.13: Quantile Distribution of B61 Voltage
After calculating the distribution by quantile, it was calculated the RI and MAPE, which re-
turned a value of 83,5% and 1,02%, respectively. These results are very similar to the ones pre-
sented in section 5.1.1.
5.1.4 Bus 12 - Wind Power Generation
Just like B61, B12 is also characterized as generation bus, although with some particularities since
it is a wind farm. Similarly to the stated for B6 and B61, B12 voltage is highly influenced by the
active power levels being produced. The voltage quantile outputs of B12 are presented in figures
5.14 and 5.15.
Figure 5.14: Winter Set B12 Voltage
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Figure 5.15: Summer Set B12 Voltage
Figures 5.14 and 5.15 allow to take some conclusions, such as follows:
• Winter set quantile values are better led by the real values than the summer set;
• Both winter and summer set quantiles present some regularity, contrarily to B61 voltage real
values.
Figure 5.16: Winter Set B12 Active Power
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Figure 5.17: Summer Set B12 Active Power
Figures 5.16 and 5.17 elucidate very distinctively on how the output distribution quantiles
are led by the input real values, on both sets. This allows to state that even though the output
distribution clearly emulate the real curve, the voltage is still in independent from those values,
rather being connected to other buses, such as the injection point from the transmission line, whose
data could not be used since it was very fragmented.
The following table 5.4 presents the distribution through the quantiles for the output values.
Table 5.4: Quantile Distribution of B12 Voltage
Q0−10 Q10−20 Q20−30 Q30−40 Q40−50 Q50−60 Q60−70 Q Q70−80 Q80−90 Q90−100
8,7% 8,6% 9,0% 11,6% 12,8% 12,6% 10,4% 11,2% 7,3% 7,7%
Figure 5.18 shows again the absence of values outside the bounded interval. It is important to
emphasize the regularity around the target frequency, as it is observable a peak of 12% in quantiles
Q40−50 and Q50−60 and a valley of 7,3% in quantiles Q80−90 and Q90−100. All the other quantiles
are evenly distributed. This is mainly due to the dispersed nature of the values of input active
power for this bus, as it is commonly verifiable on wind power sources.
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Figure 5.18: Quantile Distribution of B12 Voltage
After calculating the distribution by quantile, it was calculated the RI and MAPE, which re-
turned a value of 82,7% and 0,83%, respectively.
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5.2 Input Dispersion Reduction
In this section, the same evaluation was made similarly to the previous section, but with a tighter
interval, still considering only active power inputs. The objective of this section is to compare the
results to the ones presented in section 5.1. It is important to emphasize that the initial conditions
were kept the same, as the only thing that was changed was the interval from 0.5 to 0.4. This values
were determined resorting to a sensitivity analysis, in order to reach the minimum convergence
point.
As it was explained in chapter 3, the interval, which is the target of this evaluation, is simply
a boundary of the inputs, that is, instead of considering all cases regarding a given input, a first
selection is made, eliminating all the cases outside those boundaries. A greater interval value will
turn result in a greater range, which in turn results in a greater number of cases. This was the
smallest interval value for which the method converged and returned any values, since a tighter
interval would eliminate all qualified cases for certain test set instants.
5.2.1 Bus 6 - Load Bus Connected to Generation
We start our analysis by showing one of the test sets for B6 voltage output values.
One can quickly identify the differences between figure 5.19 and 5.1. The test set values
obtained via smaller interval are much more responsive to smaller changes of real values, which
also indicates that there are less number of qualified cases found for each test case.
Figure 5.19: Winter Set B6 Voltage
Another indicator that alludes to better performances is the quantile distribution, presented in
table 5.5 and graphically explained in figure 5.20.
Table 5.5: Quantile Distribution of B6 Voltage
Q0−10 Q10−20 Q20−30 Q30−40 Q40−50 Q50−60 Q60−70 Q Q70−80 Q80−90 Q90−100
6,3% 8,1% 10,8% 11,3% 11,5% 10,8% 10,4% 11,7% 8,6% 9,5%
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Although the differences are not very significant, one can see an improvement with the de-
crease of the interval. This is explained by a smaller number of cases which in turn eliminate
cases that might have caused noise previously. By eliminating those cases, the results benefit from
a finer selection, which in turn decreases the output span of values. The distribution turns out to
be more disperse between the quantiles.
Figure 5.20: Quantile Distribution of B6 Voltage
The results shown are translated in a RI and MAPE of 85,9% and 1,00%, respectively, turning
out to be more accurate, as expected. Another index was evaluated, just as for the base case, solely
for B6 which contemplates the average difference between quantiles Q10 and Q90. For this case the
difference was of 2,18 kV. This difference, having 60 kV as per unit (p.u.) base voltage, represents
an interval of 0.036 p.u., which deems itself acceptable.
The previous statement can be corroborated by a simple analysis of the distribution curves,
from one case and another. In order to do that, a random test case was selected for the winter test
set and another for the summer test set and the results are presented in tables 5.6 and 5.7.
Table 5.6: Beta Distributions Winter Set for B6 Voltage
0.5 Interval 0.4 Interval
Alfa 2,968623 1,744528
Beta 3,260226 1,769463
Min 61,29351 62,51545
Max 65,7176 65,4612
Table 5.7: Beta Distributions Summer Set for B6 Voltage
0.5 Interval 0.4 Interval
Alfa 6,585835 3,386069
Beta 6,567768 2,246667
Min 58,65869 59,96246
Max 65,81033 64,96479
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After retrieving this values, it is possible to construct the Beta PDF presented in the following
figures 5.21 and 5.22.
Figure 5.21: Beta Distribution of B6 Voltage, Winter Set
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Figure 5.22: Beta Distribution of B6 Voltage, Summer Set
Although α and β are substantially higher in the base case, the fact that the interval is wider
makes the curve to spread out between the maximum and minimum values, conferring to the real
value a higher probability in the smaller interval winter case.
In the summer case, the benefits of a smaller intervals are not as significant, as the value
of probability assigned to the real value is actually lower than the previous case. However, by
analyzing table 5.7, the output interval is smaller, which helps lowering some uncertainties around
the verifiable minimum and maximum values.
5.2.2 Bus 7 - Load Bus Far from Generation
The same analysis done for B6 will be done to B7. Again, one can easily identify the differences
between figure 5.23 and 5.6. The test set values obtained via smaller interval are much more
responsive to smaller changes of real values, which also indicates that there are less number of
qualified cases in the training set found for each test case.
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Figure 5.23: Winter Set B7 Voltage
Another indicator that alludes to better performances is the quantile distribution, presented in
table 5.8 and graphically explained in figure 5.24.
Table 5.8: Quantile Distribution of B7 Voltage
Q0−10 Q10−20 Q20−30 Q30−40 Q40−50 Q50−60 Q60−70 Q Q70−80 Q80−90 Q90−100
3,3% 6,3% 9,8% 11,6% 8,7% 13,7% 12,9% 13,0% 9,2% 10,9%
The differences are not as significant as in the previous case, but one can see an improvement
with the decrease of the interval. This is again explained by a smaller number of cases which in
turn eliminate cases that might have caused noise previously. The quantile distribution is presented
as follows.
Figure 5.24: Quantile Distribution of B7 Voltage
The results shown are translated in a RI and MAPE of 75,1% and 0,92%, respectively, turning
out to be more accurate, again as expected.
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Then it was selected the same test cases as before, one for the winter test set and another for
the summer test set, as the results are presented in tables 5.9 and 5.10.
Table 5.9: Beta Distributions Winter Set for B7 Voltage
0.5 Interval 0.4 Interval
Alfa 2,24715 2,111688
Beta 2,00407 2,680263
Min 61,15909 61,77273
Max 64,29546 64,9091
Table 5.10: Beta Distributions Summer Set for B7 Voltage
0.5 Interval 0.4 Interval
Alfa 6,41543 2,925178
Beta 6,04383 2,446551
Min 59,18182 60,40909
Max 65,93182 64,97727
After retrieving this values, it is possible to construct the Beta PDF presented in the following
figures 5.25 and 5.26.
Figure 5.25: Beta Distribution of B7 Voltage, Winter Set
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Figure 5.26: Beta Distribution of B7 Voltage, Summer Set
In the winter case, although the probability assigned to the real value is the same in both cases,
it is possible to verify that there was a shift to the right, accounting for higher values of voltage.
This could be explained by the random function regarding the determination the interval maximum
and minimum limits. Even though the selected interval is smaller, the limits can change, not only
the amplitude, but also the position of the test value in the interval, which can qualify cases totally
different from the base case.
In the summer case, there is a slight variation of the minimum and maximum value, accompa-
nied with an equally slight shift of the curve to the right.
5.2.3 Bus 61 - Hydro Power Generation
The test set values obtained via smaller interval, figure 5.27, are again more responsive to smaller
changes of real values than the base case, figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.27: Winter Set B61 Voltage
Another indicator that alludes to better performances is the quantile distribution, presented in
table 5.11 and graphically explained in figure 5.28.
Table 5.11: Quantile Distribution of B61 Voltage
Q0−10 Q10−20 Q20−30 Q30−40 Q40−50 Q50−60 Q60−70 Q Q70−80 Q80−90 Q90−100
5,3% 7,2% 11,1% 11,6% 11,1% 11,1% 10,5% 11,5% 9,6% 10,0%
The differences are relevant, as one can see an improvement with the decrease of the interval.
The quantile distribution is presented as follows.
Figure 5.28: Quantile Distribution of B61 Voltage
The results shown are translated in a RI and MAPE of 85,3% and 1,01%, respectively, turning
out to be more accurate, again as expected.
Then it was selected the same test cases as before, one for the winter test set and another for
the summer test set, as the results are presented in tables 5.12 and 5.13.
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Table 5.12: Beta Distributions Winter Set for B61 Voltage
0.5 Interval Reactive Power Inputs
Alfa 2,968623 3,754161
Beta 3,260226 4,024068
Min 61,29351 61,44625
Max 65,7176 65,65759
Table 5.13: Beta Distributions Summer Set for B61 Voltage
0.5 Interval Reactive Power Inputs
Alfa 6,585835 4,24563
Beta 6,567768 3,821228
Min 58,65869 58,6096
Max 65,81033 64,52838
After retrieving this values, it is possible to construct the Beta PDF presented in the following
figures 5.29 and 5.30.
Figure 5.29: Beta Distribution of B61 Voltage, Winter Set
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Figure 5.30: Beta Distribution of B61 Voltage, Summer Set
This case is very similar to the B6 case, mainly because they are connected and, therefore,
influence each other. Again, in the winter test case, although the probability assigned to the real
value is almost the same in both cases, it is possible to verify that there was a shift to the right,
discarding lower values of voltage incorporated in the previous interval. In the summer test case,
although the value of probability assigned to the real value is lower than the previous case, most
of the lower values of the curve also have a lower probability, as well as increased minimum and
decreased maximum values.
5.2.4 Bus 12 - Wind Power Generation
Finally, to conclude the study of the smaller interval, it is presented the results for B12. The test
set values obtained via smaller interval, figure 5.31, are again more responsive to smaller changes
of real values than the base case, figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.31: Winter Set B12 Voltage
Another indicator that alludes to better performances is the quantile distribution, presented in
table 5.14 and graphically explained in figure 5.32.
Table 5.14: Quantile Distribution of B12 Voltage
Q0−10 Q10−20 Q20−30 Q30−40 Q40−50 Q50−60 Q60−70 Q Q70−80 Q80−90 Q90−100
8,7% 7,0% 9,0% 9,4% 13,7% 12,0% 10,8% 11,8% 7,6% 8,7%
The differences are not so significant, as one can see some improvement with the decrease of
the interval, namely on central quantiles, as it is presented next.
Figure 5.32: Quantile Distribution of B61 Voltage
The results shown are translated in a RI and MAPE of 82,1% and 0,82%, respectively, turning
out to be equally accurate.
Then it was selected the same test cases as before, one for the winter test set and another for
the summer test set, as the results are presented in tables 5.15 and 5.16.
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Table 5.15: Beta Distributions Winter Set for B12 Voltage
0.5 Interval 0.4 Interval
Alfa 2,286982 2,300165
Beta 2,364291 2,270871
Min 61,46869 61,49341
Max 64,41211 64,55219
Table 5.16: Beta Distributions Summer Set for B12 Voltage
0.5 Interval 0.4 Interval
Alfa 5,461713 3,645097
Beta 5,621395 2,959827
Min 60,3609 60,85162
Max 65,80371 65,0658
After retrieving this values, it is possible to construct the Beta PDF presented in the following
figures 5.33 and 5.34.
Figure 5.33: Beta Distribution of B12 Voltage, Winter Set
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Figure 5.34: Beta Distribution of B12 Voltage, Summer Set
The similarity between the results presented in both winter and summer sets is a clear evidence
of how well distributed are the inputs of this bus. By changing the interval, the differences between
both cases turn out to be almost insignificant. This could be explained by the fact that this bus is
far away from the buses at study and that could mean that by varying the information of the other
buses, the output of this bus will not be as influenced as the others. Another explanation to this is
that, as this bus is connected to the injection point from the transmission grid, the voltage on B12
can be rather influenced by the voltage of the said injection point. In both cases, there are little
changes to the minimum and maximum values, being possible to observe a slight shift of the curve
towards higher voltage values.
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5.3 Inclusion of New Input Variables
In this section it will be studied the scenario where not only active power is available, but reactive
power is also available. Since this is a high voltage grid, reactive power can really have an impact
since the inductance is higher than the resistance and, therefore, voltage components (magnitude
and angle) can be decoupled, so active power would have a higher influence in the voltage an-
gle and reactive power in the voltage magnitude. The results shown are compared to the base
case, in section 5.1, since the interval is maintained at 0.5, changing only the amount of inputs to
contemplate reactive power alongside active power.
5.3.1 Bus 6 - Load Bus Connected to Generation
Again, it is notorious the difference between figures 5.35 and 5.1. The test set values obtained with
reactive power are much more responsive to smaller changes of real values, which also indicates
that there are less number of qualified cases found for each test case. This is due to a tighter
selection of cases when considering reactive power inputs.
Figure 5.35: Winter Set B6 Voltage
Figures 5.36 and 5.37 show how the input is led by the real value, being translated in a good
approximation for both summer and winter set. This means that if there is a correlation between
reactive power and voltage in this bus, output voltage should have better indexes.
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Figure 5.36: Quantile Distribution of B6 Reactive Power, Winter Set
Figure 5.37: Quantile Distribution of B6 Reactive Power, Summer Set
However, one must look to the quantile distribution, presented in table 5.17 and graphically
explained in figure 5.38, to better understand if the tighter selection really indicates better perfor-
mances.
Table 5.17: Quantile Distribution of B6 Voltage
Q0−10 Q10−20 Q20−30 Q30−40 Q40−50 Q50−60 Q60−70 Q Q70−80 Q80−90 Q90−100
4,6% 7,4% 7,6% 9,8% 9,6% 12,4% 11,3% 13,8% 10,7% 12,0%
With the information presented before, one can assess that there was no improvement in this
case by adding the reactive power inputs. This is explained by a smaller number of cases which
in turn may have eliminated cases that might have been a better choice to the output value. The
distribution turns out to be more concentrated in the center and rightmost quantiles.
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Figure 5.38: Quantile Distribution of B6 Voltage
The results shown are translated in a RI and MAPE of 78,8% and 1,03%, respectively, turning
out to be less accurate. Another index was evaluated, just as for the base case, solely for B6 which
contemplates the average difference between quantiles Q10 and Q90. Contrarily to the results
present before, for this case the difference was of 2,17 kV. This difference, having 60 kV as per
unit (p.u.) base voltage, represents an interval of 0.036 p.u., which deems itself acceptable.
The previous statement can be corroborated by a simple analysis of the distribution curves,
from one case and another. In order to do that, a random test case was selected for the winter test
set and another for the summer test set and the results are presented in tables 5.18 and 5.19.
Table 5.18: Beta Distributions Winter Set for B6 Voltage
0.5 Interval Reactive Power Inputs
Alfa 2,968623 1,744528
Beta 3,260226 1,769463
Min 61,29351 62,51545
Max 65,7176 65,4612
Table 5.19: Beta Distributions Summer Set for B6 Voltage
0.5 Interval Reactive Power Inputs
Alfa 6,585835 3,386069
Beta 6,567768 2,246667
Min 58,65869 59,96246
Max 65,81033 64,96479
After retrieving this values, it is possible to construct the Beta PDF presented in the following
figures 5.39 and 5.40.
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Figure 5.39: Beta Distribution of B6 Voltage, Winter Set
Figure 5.40: Beta Distribution of B6 Voltage, Summer Set
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There are two different evaluations that can be made here, one for the winter set and one for
the summer set. Starting by the winter set, the results clearly show a major improvement over the
base case. Not only the interval is smaller, as evidenced in table 5.18, but also the real value turns
out to have a higher probability of occurrence. This means that in this case the program correctly
identified the higher activation values to shrink the interval and, consequently, to tighten up the
curve.
On the other hand, the summer set does not present improvement, as the interval amplitude
is almost the same. Also the curve moved away from the real value, lowering the probability of
occurrence.
One can infer from the information presented in this case that reactive power inputs can be
useful, but just in certain situations. Again, in this case, reactive power inputs presented themselves
as useful in the winter set, but not as much in the summer set.
5.3.2 Bus 7 - Load Bus Far from Generation
There is not much difference between figure 5.41 and 5.6, as B7 is a bus that only contemplates
loads, both active and reactive.
Figure 5.41: Winter Set B7 Voltage
To better evaluate the performance, we resort to the quantile distribution, presented in table
5.20 and graphically explained in figure 5.42.
Table 5.20: Quantile Distribution of B7 Voltage
Q0−10 Q10−20 Q20−30 Q30−40 Q40−50 Q50−60 Q60−70 Q Q70−80 Q80−90 Q90−100
2,1% 6,3% 7,8% 10,2% 10,3% 13,5% 13,3% 16,0% 8,7% 11,1%
The results are not significantly worse, but it is clear, by comparing figures 5.42 and 5.10, that
the results are much more approximated to the center of the distribution, which indicates a wider
curve.
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Figure 5.42: Quantile Distribution of B7 Voltage
However, the results are still satisfying, as it was calculated a RI and MAPE of 70,5% and
0,93%, respectively, turning out to be a bit less accurate.
Then it was selected the same test cases as before, one for the winter test set and another for
the summer test set, as the results are presented in tables 5.21 and 5.22.
Table 5.21: Beta Distributions Winter Set for B7 Voltage
0.5 Interval Reactive Power Inputs
Alfa 2,24715 5,012773
Beta 2,00407 4,498286
Min 61,15909 60,40909
Max 64,29546 65,04546
Table 5.22: Beta Distributions Summer Set for B7 Voltage
0.5 Interval Reactive Power Inputs
Alfa 6,41543 4,810316
Beta 6,04383 4,873067
Min 59,18182 59,18182
Max 65,93182 65,52273
After retrieving this values, it is possible to construct the Beta PDF presented in the following
figures 5.43 and 5.44.
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Figure 5.43: Beta Distribution of B7 Voltage, Winter Set
Figure 5.44: Beta Distribution of B7 Voltage, Summer Set
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Figures 5.25 and 5.26 can confirm previous statements telling that the results are not signifi-
cantly worse. As one can observe, for the selected case, in the winter set, although the interval is
larger than the base case, α and β values are higher, which in turn shrink the curve. There is not
much improvement but, again, the results are still satisfactory, given the aperture of the interval
used. In the summer set we experience a slight variation of the curve to the left, indicating that for
the qualified cases the voltage is lower than the real value.
5.3.3 Bus 61 - Hydro Power Generation
The test set values obtained resorting to reactive power inputs, figure 5.45, are again more respon-
sive to smaller changes of real values than the base case, figure 5.11.
Figure 5.45: Winter Set B61 Voltage
Once again we resort to the quantile distribution, presented in table 5.23, being graphically
explained in figure 5.46.
Table 5.23: Quantile Distribution of B61 Voltage
Q0−10 Q10−20 Q20−30 Q30−40 Q40−50 Q50−60 Q60−70 Q Q70−80 Q80−90 Q90−100
4,2% 6,4% 8,2% 7,9% 10,4% 12,2% 12,8% 12,8% 11,2% 12,5%
The differences between this and the base case are relevant, as one can see observe a shift from
the left quantiles to the center. The quantile distribution is presented as follows.
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Figure 5.46: Quantile Distribution of B61 Voltage
The results shown are translated in a RI and MAPE of 74,8% and 1,05%, respectively, turning
out to be again less accurate.
Then it was selected the same test cases as before, one for the winter test set and another for
the summer test set, as the results are presented in tables 5.24 and 5.25.
Table 5.24: Beta Distributions Winter Set for B61 Voltage
0.5 Interval Reactive Power Inputs
Alfa 2,983113 3,636454
Beta 3,33614 3,975378
Min 61,24232 61,44073
Max 65,7774 65,71126
Table 5.25: Beta Distributions Summer Set for B61 Voltage
0.5 Interval Reactive Power Inputs
Alfa 6,41543 4,810316
Beta 6,04383 4,873067
Min 59,18182 59,18182
Max 65,93182 65,52273
After retrieving this values, it is possible to construct the Beta PDF presented in the following
figures 5.47 and 5.48.
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Figure 5.47: Beta Distribution of B61 Voltage, Winter Set
Figure 5.48: Beta Distribution of B61 Voltage, Summer Set
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This case is very similar to the previous one as the winter set benefits from the addition of
reactive power inputs. This is explained by the capacity of hydro power plants of setting up
reactive power output control in order to directly influence the voltage in high voltage grids. Very
much like the B6 analysis, and being the two buses connected, once again our method can correctly
identify the reactive power input in B61, as figure 5.49 shows.
Figure 5.49: Quantile Distribution of B61 Reactive Power, Winter Set
Although being less significant than active power inputs, some of the voltage drops can be
explained by the variations in figure 5.49. This results in a better approximation, as it is shown in
figure 5.24. The interval is tighter than the base case and the curve itself shrinks, to give the real
value higher values of probability.
Figure 5.50: Quantile Distribution of B61 Reactive Power, Summer Set
On the other hand, there is the summer set. The results are not as satisfactory as the winter
set’s, very much because of the reactive power inputs of the set. As one can observe in figure
5.50, the values for the summer test set are very close to zero, within rare exceptions. This can
explain the behaviour of the curve presented in figure 5.25, since there is little to no influence in
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the voltage output. This is a case where is prejudicial to use reactive power inputs in the process
of determination of voltage outputs.
5.3.4 Bus 12 - Wind Power Generation
In order to conclude the study of the reactive power inputs, it is presented the results for B12. The
test set values obtained using those set of inputs, figure 5.51, are again more responsive to smaller
changes of real values than the base case, figure 5.14.
Figure 5.51: Winter Set B12 Voltage
Another indicator that alludes to better performances is the quantile distribution, presented in
table 5.26 and graphically explained in figure 5.52.
Table 5.26: Quantile Distribution of B12 Voltage
Q0−10 Q10−20 Q20−30 Q30−40 Q40−50 Q50−60 Q60−70 Q Q70−80 Q80−90 Q90−100
7,9% 6,6% 7,9% 10,3% 13,0% 13,7% 12,4% 11,6% 7,4% 8,2%
The differences are not so significant, although there is a slight decrease in the quality of
results. It can be observed, comparing 5.52 and 5.18, that there are less occurrences of side
quantiles, with an approximation to the center.
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Figure 5.52: Quantile Distribution of B61 Voltage
The results shown are translated in a RI and MAPE of 77,2% and 0,83%, respectively, turning
out to be a bit less accurate, overall.
Then, by selecting test cases as before, one for the winter test set and another for the summer
test set, as the results are presented in tables 5.27 and 5.28.
Table 5.27: Beta Distributions Winter Set for B12 Voltage
0.5 Interval Reactive Power Inputs
Alfa 2,286982 3,258361
Beta 2,364291 3,494837
Min 61,46869 61,18121
Max 64,41211 64,82959
Table 5.28: Beta Distributions Summer Set for B12 Voltage
0.5 Interval Reactive Power Inputs
Alfa 5,461713 4,539248
Beta 5,621395 4,666376
Min 60,3609 60,18512
Max 65,80371 65,68835
After retrieving this values, it is possible to construct the Beta PDF presented in the following
figures 5.53 and 5.54.
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Figure 5.53: Beta Distribution of B12 Voltage, Winter Set
Figure 5.54: Beta Distribution of B12 Voltage, Summer Set
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Again, even though the result comparison between the base case and this case tend to favour
the base case, the figures present previously, 5.53 and 5.54, show that, for two different cases, that
there is little difference between the results. In the winter set, both curves almost match each other,
having the reactive power inputs case a wider interval, by almost 500 V in each limit.
Figure 5.55: Quantile Distribution of B12 Reactive Power, Summer Set
However, for the summer set there is a slight tendency to shift the curve to the left, showing
lower voltage values and assigning a lower probability to the real value. This can be again ex-
plained, just like B61, by the near zero values for the reactive power in B12 during summer set,
presented in figure 5.55. This is another example where it is prejudicial to use reactive power
inputs in the process of determination of voltage outputs.
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5.4 Inclusion of Voltage Values
Finally, in this section will be evaluated, through the same means used in previous sections, the
inclusion of voltage values in input data. This was saved for last mainly because of empirical
reasons. Those reasons were that often voltage is not available to be measured directly, so it can
not be a straight input. This happens because most of voltage reading devices such as transformers
are located in the substations. The objective is then to understand the impact a known voltage
input would have in the determination of other voltage outputs.
In order to do this, it was used a small portion of the grid, which only contemplates B6, B61,
B62, which will have their active and reactive power as inputs and B4 as well, but accounting
only for its voltage. In short, there will be three output variables (voltage of B6, B61 and B62)
to be determined using ten input variables (B6, B61 and B62 active and reactive power, plus B4
voltage). It will be evaluated only on B6 and B61, for one main reason, that is both buses are of
different kinds, one has active and reactive loads (B6) and the other has active and reactive power
generation (B61), which would turn B62 evaluation obsolete. This case will be again compared to
the base case described in section 5.1.
5.4.1 Bus 6 - Load Bus Connected to Generation
As expected, the difference is notorious between figures 5.56 and 5.1. The test set values obtained
with voltage inputs are much more responsive to smaller changes of real values, which also indi-
cates that there are less number of qualified cases found for each test case. This is due to a higher
correlation between variables.
Figure 5.56: Winter Set B6 Voltage
Figures 5.57 and 5.58 show how the input is led by the real value, being translated in a good
approximation for the winter set. For the summer set the input is not quite as good as the previous
one.
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Figure 5.57: Quantile Distribution of B6 Reactive Power, Winter Set
Figure 5.58: Quantile Distribution of B6 Reactive Power, Summer Set
By observing table 5.29, regarding quantile distribution, which is represented graphically in
figure 5.60, one can draw some conclusions about the performance.
Table 5.29: Quantile Distribution of B6 Voltage
Q0−10 Q10−20 Q20−30 Q30−40 Q40−50 Q50−60 Q60−70 Q Q70−80 Q80−90 Q90−100
7,8% 8,7% 10,3% 9,0% 11,7% 11,8% 10,9% 9,4% 9,2% 10,9%
With the information presented before, one can assess that there is a large improvement in this
case by adding the only one voltage input. This is explained by the correlation between variables,
presented next in figure 5.59.
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Figure 5.59: Correlation between B4 and B6 Voltages
As expected, figure 5.59 evidences a good correlation between B4 and B6 voltage. It is im-
portant to emphasize that the two buses are close to each other. A greater correlation could be
expected between connected buses.
Given this and the information in table 5.29, one can assume the distribution spreads through
the various quantiles equally.
Figure 5.60: Quantile Distribution of B6 Voltage
The results shown are translated in a RI and MAPE of 88,4% and 0,90%, respectively, turning
out to be more accurate than any of the previous cases. Another index was evaluated, just as for
the base case, solely for B6 which contemplates the average difference between quantiles Q10 and
Q90. For this case the difference was of 1,88 kV. This difference, having 60 kV as per unit (p.u.)
base voltage, represents an interval of 0.031 p.u., which deems itself acceptable.
The previous statement can be corroborated by a simple analysis of the distribution curves,
from one case and another. In order to do that, a random test case was selected for the winter test
set and another for the summer test set and the results are presented in tables 5.30 and 5.31.
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Table 5.30: Beta Distributions Winter Set for B6 Voltage
0.5 Interval Voltage Input
Alfa 2,968623 3,475919
Beta 3,260226 3,555866
Min 61,29351 61,52808
Max 65,7176 65,91398
Table 5.31: Beta Distributions Summer Set for B6 Voltage
0.5 Interval Voltage Input
Alfa 6,585835 6,046204
Beta 6,567768 4,775207
Min 58,65869 58,6096
Max 65,81033 65,05207
After retrieving this values, it is possible to construct the Beta PDF presented in the following
figures 5.61 and 5.62.
Figure 5.61: Beta Distribution of B6 Voltage, Winter Set
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Figure 5.62: Beta Distribution of B6 Voltage, Summer Set
The results presented here are very important, since it involves an input, as previously stated,
that is not always available.
Regarding the winter set, it is possible to observe that there are higher probabilities for the real
value, as it is close to the maximum of the curve. One can observe also that there are higher values
for the parameters α and β , which tightens the curve and assigns lower probabilities to the values
closer to the limits.
By observing the summer set, one can observe the similarity of results between the base case
and the one presented in this section. This is mainly due to the use of reactive power inputs, as
it was studied before the possible nefarious effects of very low and not very distinctive values on
voltages outputs. However, once again, it was determined that parameters α and β were higher in
this case than in the base case, which could lead to better results if the interval is shrunk.
5.4.2 Bus 61 - Hydro Power Generation
Once again, and by far the easiest to assess, the difference is notorious between figures 5.63 and
5.11. The test set values obtained with voltage inputs are much more responsive to smaller changes
of real values.
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Figure 5.63: Winter Set B61 Voltage
Figures 5.64 and 5.65 show how the input is led by the real value, being translated in a good
approximation for both winter set and summer set. One can observe the lack of diversity in the
summer set, having a great number of values very close to zero.
Figure 5.64: Quantile Distribution of B61 Reactive Power, Winter Set
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Figure 5.65: Quantile Distribution of B61 Reactive Power, Summer Set
Once again we resort to the quantile distribution, presented in table 5.32, being graphically
explained in figure 5.67 to evaluate the performance.
Table 5.32: Quantile Distribution of B61 Voltage
Q0−10 Q10−20 Q20−30 Q30−40 Q40−50 Q50−60 Q60−70 Q Q70−80 Q80−90 Q90−100
7,0% 8,6% 8,6% 8,7% 11,6% 14,1% 9,5% 9,9% 10,5% 11,3%
With the information presented before, one can assess that there is a large improvement in this
case by adding the only one voltage input. This is explained by the same reasons presented before,
at B6, that is the correlation between variables, presented next in figure 5.66.
Figure 5.66: Correlation between B4 and B61 Voltages
As expected, figure 5.66 evidences a good correlation between B4 and B61 voltage. It is
important to emphasize that the two buses, B4 and B61, are close to each other but not connected,
since B61 is connected to B6.
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Given this and the information in table 5.32, one can assume the distribution spreads through
the various quantiles equally.
Figure 5.67: Quantile Distribution of B61 Voltage
The results shown are translated in a RI and MAPE of 84,8% and 0,93%, respectively, turning
out to be more accurate than any of the cases.
The previous statement can be corroborated by a simple analysis of the distribution curves,
from one case and another. In order to do that, the same test case was selected for the winter test
set and for the summer test set and the results are presented in tables 5.33 and 5.34.
Table 5.33: Beta Distributions Winter Set for B61 Voltage
0.5 Interval Voltage Input
Alfa 2,983113 3,46539
Beta 3,33614 3,427965
Min 61,24232 61,40294
Max 65,7774 65,90966
Table 5.34: Beta Distributions Summer Set for B61 Voltage
0.5 Interval Voltage Input
Alfa 6,820653 6,267147
Beta 6,432024 4,975783
Min 58,32287 58,32287
Max 65,5223 64,93652
After retrieving this values, it is possible to construct the Beta PDF presented in the following
figures 5.68 and 5.69.
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Figure 5.68: Beta Distribution of B61 Voltage, Winter Set
Figure 5.69: Beta Distribution of B61 Voltage, Summer Set
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The results presented for this bus confirms what was previously written for B6. This results
are important as there is a major improvement in using such information.
The analysis for this bus is in everything similar to the previous one, as the winter set revealed
to be better than the base case, as the real value is very close to the maximum probability of the
curve. In this case, the interval is almost the same, but the α and β parameters change slightly to
make the curve tighter once again. The conclusions for the summer case are also the same, as it is
observable the similarities between cases, almost matching both curves.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
This dissertation had the major objective to develop a probabilistic tool that would allow small
modules throughout any information platform to perform a forecast study, based on historical
information. The methodology was applied to an electrical grid as a means to solve a probabilistic
load flow. However, the applications of the method presented in this thesis go far beyond the
electrical utilities, being able to be also used on any forecast problem based on historical sets.
6.1 General Conclusions
Firstly, it was studied the current state of the art on PLF problems, to better understand what was
at stake and what was the purpose of applying a probabilistic method. It was thoroughly described
the main methods, the type of information used and on what kind of problems they were used.
It was also done an overview of the current state of IoT applications and reactive programming
paradigms.
Secondly, it was developed the mathematical tools to be applied. This was a major step, since
all the mathematical approaches and program coding were developed already thinking in a wider
application than electrical grids. This accounted for several changes throughout the course of the
dissertation to be able to come up with an application that suits all kind of probabilistic problems
that resort to historical data.
Thirdly, the information kindly given by EDP was studied. At first there were some problems
regarding the information since it was not synchronized and had multiple values supposedly for
the same instant. A correction was made to those values before synchronizing everything, which
would later constitute the matrix of knowledge. At this point, the totality of the registries where
separated in two sets: training set and test set. A further division was made to the test set into two
groups, winter set and summer set.
Finally, the data was applied to test out the method presented. This step consisted on the
evaluation of the influence of different components, such as the input interval amplitude, the use
of a greater number of inputs acknowledging the reactive power and the incorporation of voltage
inputs.
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The first conclusion is that most of the results obtained were expected, as it made sense mathe-
matically. On the base case, the results obtained set a high standard, as it was presented an average
of 81,4% for the RI, 0,94% for the MAPE and 2,27 kV for the average difference between quantiles
Q10 and Q90 on B6. The results obtained via shrank interval did not come as surprise, since the
results went accordingly, presenting better distributions on selected cases which were confirmed
by the performance indicators, just about 82,1% and 0,9375% for RI and MAPE, respectively, and
2,18 kV for the average difference between quantiles Q10 and Q90 on B6. This may not sound
like a major improvement, but by evaluating the outputs individually, all buses, except for B12,
had better RI values by almost 1% and the same for MAPE, but with exception of B7, presented a
decreased value of almost 0,01%.
The next case presented the introduction of reactive power variables. This was expected to
have some positive impact in the outputs, since the tests are being done to a high voltage grid and
the inductance plays a major role on the definition of the voltage. However, the results are a lot
worse than the base case, showing some biased results when evaluating the test case as a whole
or as two separate groups. As a whole, the RI and MAPE average values dropped to 75,325%
and 0,96%, respectively, which turned out to be significantly worse than the base case. Although
these indexes point to worse applications, it was also very intriguing to evaluate the values of the
average difference between quantiles Q10 and Q90, since it topped the base case by a mere 0,01 kV,
to 2,17 kV on B6. However, this is not enough to contradict the other indexes of RI and MAPE.
Evaluating the two groups individually, one can easily identify the problem. The fact that
there was little production of reactive power from hydro power plants or wind farms during the
summer actually worsened the input dataset, which in turn made the output qualified cases not to
be the corresponding to the actual real value. During the winter, the results were satisfactory, as
the distributions for all four buses, which the analysis focused on, were significantly better than
the base case.
The last case was the most intriguing one, as the results where very much expected to be the
best among the four cases, which came down as true. This case used the same interval as the base
case and instead of using the active and reactive power of all buses as inputs, only B6, B61 and
B62 had their active and reactive powers as inputs, being added the voltage on B4. The results
were by far the best, averaging 86,6% and 0,915% of RI and MAPE, respectively, and 1,88 kV for
the average difference between quantiles Q10 and Q90 on B6. The results were confirmed by the
distributions presented and were justified by the correlation shown between the voltage on B4 and
the rest of the output buses.
It can be concluded that this tool, besides being innovative, can also be useful in a panoply
of problems. It can be used by a wind farm owner to forecast the production of his generation,
through the use of meteorological data. The great thing about this new method is that it does not
need necessarily the same types of data, that is, in order to forecast for voltages, it can be used
all kinds of information, from chronological to electric, being the results solely as good as the
correlation between input and output variables.
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6.2 Objectives Satisfaction
The main objective of this dissertation focused on the development of a tool to solve PLF problems,
with power to react to any change in state of the variables, as well as their synchronization. The
tests were done firstly to a small part of the grid, to test and debug, and then applied to the real
case example.
As referenced in the initial objectives, after the development of the described methodology,
it was tested different cases, of a real case scenario, to asses the influence of different variables
on the output results. The accuracy of results were based on three major indexes such as the
Reliability Index (RI), the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) and the average difference
between quantiles Q10 and Q90 on one bus.
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